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ABSTRACT 

Metallic structures dominated by tensile loads are vulnerable to fatigue and 

fracture. Fatigue is produced by oscillatory loads. Quasi-static brittle or ductile 

fracture can result from a "large" load in the random sequence. Moreover, a fa

tigue or fracture failure in a member of a redundant structure produces impulsive 

redistributed loads to the intact members. These transient loads could produce a 

sequence of failures resulting in progressive collape of the system. 

Fatigue and fracture design factors are subject to considerable uncertainty. 

Therefore, a probabilistic approach, which includes a system reliability assessment, 

is appropriate for design purposes. But system reliability can be improved by a 

maintenance program of periodic inspection with repair and/or replacement of dam

aged members. However, a maintenance program can be expensive. The ultimate 

goal of the engineer is to specify a design, inspection, and repair strategy to mini

mize life cycle costs. 

The fatigue/fracture reliability and maintainability (FRM) process for re

dundant structure can be a complicated random process. The structural model 

considered series, parallel, and parallel/series systems of elements. Applied to the 

system are fatigue loads including mean stress, an extreme load, as well as impul

sive loads in parallel member systems. The failure modes are fatigue, brittle and 

ductile fracture. A refined fatigue model is employed which includes both the crack 

initiation and propagation phases. 

The FRM process cannot be solved easily using recently developed advanced 

structural reliability techniques. A "hybrid" simulation method which combines 

modified importance sampling (MIS) with inflated stress extrapolation (ISE) is 

proposed. MIS and ISE methods are developed and demonstrated using numerous 

examples which include series, parallel and series/parallel systems. Not only rea

sonable estimates of the probability of system failure but also an estimate of the 
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distribution of time to system failure can be obtained. The time to failure distribu

tion can be used to estimate the reliability function, hazard function, conditional 

reliability given survival at any time, etc. 

The demonstration cases illustrate how reliability of a system having given 

material properties is influenced by the number of series and parallel elements, stress 

level, mean stress, and various inspection/repair policies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Description of the Problem 

1.1.1 The Structural System 

Development of technology to ensure integrity relative to fatigue and frac

ture, over the service life, of a large redundant structural system subjected to ran

dom dynamic tensile dominated loadi.ng is the subject of this study. 

A structural system subjected to external oscillatory non-stationary random 

loading is shown in Fig. 1.1. In general, redundancy ensures that a single element 

failure does not necessarily imply collapse of the system. However, structural system 

failure may occur before all elements of the structure have failed. In any case, there 

may be a large number of failure paths, and it may be very difficult to describe the 

ultiIp.ate strength of the system. 

Basic ultimate failure modes of the structure of Fig. 1.1 would include both 

fatigue and quasi-static failures in both tension and compression members when 

the instantaneous load exceeds the ultimate strength. This study will be restricted 

however to "tensile" structure, i.e., it is assumed that failure is not a possibility in 

compression members. 

1.1.2 Comments on the Failure Modes 

The principal failure modes for a structural component are excessive defor

mation due to gross yielding, fatigue, and fracture. It is assumed herein that the 

structural members have a configuration such that gross yielding resulting in a ser

viceability failure is not a consideration. Fracture can be ductile or brittle. Fracture 

can occur in any member when the instantaneous load exceeds the instantaneous 



.. 

F2 (t) 
--~-- .~----------~ 

Fig. 1.1 A Large Redundant Structural System Subjected to 
External Oscillatory Non-stationary Random Loading 

20 
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strength. This load can be either the applied environmental load or the impulsive 

shock load resulting from a failure (by fatigue or fracture) of another member. 

In general, fatigue is considered to be the principal failure mode. It has been 

reported that fatigue accounts for 80 to 90 percent of all observed service failures 

in mechanical and structural systems. Fatigue failures are often catastrophic; they 

come without warning and may cause significant property damage as well as loss of 

life. 

However, a structure having growing fatigue cracks is vulnerable to quasi

static brittle or ductile fracture when subjected to a "large" load in the random 

sequence. The residual strength may be inadequate to resist this load. Moreover, a 

fatigue or fracture failure in a member of a redundant structure produces impulsive 

load and load redistribution to the fatigue-weakened structure. At this point failure 

analysis may be difficult due to complicated redistributions of load effects after 

each component failure. These transient loads could produce a sequence of failures 

resulting in progressive collapse of the system. 

1.1.3 Uncertainties in Design Factors 

Design factors (stress, strength, geometry, etc.) are subject to considerable 

uncertainty. Thus reliability methods can be used effectively as a tool for making 

design and maintenance decisions. To manage this uncertainty, design factors are 

mudeled as random variables and methods of structural reliability are employed. A 

principal goal of analysis is to predict the probability of system failure, pr. 

1.1.4 Economic Consideration 

A structure is produced through a sequence of decisions made by designers, 

contractors, inspectors, material suppliers, and by writers of codes and standards. 

These decisions are based on conceptual and mathematical models that link data 

obtained by scientific observations of loads and strengths with the outcome of the 

design decisions. The ultimate goal of engineering design analysis is to produce 

systems for which total expected lifetime costs are minimized (or the return on 
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investment is maximized.) Ignoring the time value of money, the simplest expression 

for the total expected cost is 

E( C) = Co + CF pr (1.1.1) 

where Co represents initial cost, CF is cost of failure and Pr is the probability of 

system failure. Thus a goal of this study is to develop a methodology for predicting 

pc· 

1.1.5 Structural Maintenance and Economic Implications 

System reliability can be improved by a maintenance program of periodic in

spection and repair or replacement. Consider the general fatigue/fracture reliability 

and maintainability (FRM) process for a single element as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. 

Uncertainty in the fatigue factors are reflected in the distribution of crack size at 

any life. At inspection, the probability of detecting a crack of length a is uncertain 

and specified by the probability of detection (POD) curve. The service life is divided 

into (I + 1) intervals; there are I inspections during service life, Ts. Failure is said 

to occur if the fatigue crack length a exceeds a failure length ar in any interval or 

if the extreme stress exceeds the strength at any time. The event of failure in the 

i-th interval is Ej = (a > ar)j' The probability of failure in any interval is P(Ej ). 

Because all Ei are mutually exclusive, the probablility of failure during the service 

life Ts is 
1+1 

Pc - LP(Ei ) (1.1.2) 
i=1 

An inspection policy requires (a) the definition of inspection intervals, (b) 

the inspection method, and (c) action taken after inspection. The repair strategy 

needs to be defined for the specified location, size and type of the cracks or flaws 

as well as the remaining economic life of the structure. However, maintenance can 

be expensive. In some cases, it may be less costly to "overdesign" and then ignore 

the maintenance program. 
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Including the maintenance program the total expected life cycle cost is 

E( C) = Co + CF pr + Cost of Maintenance (1.1.3) 

Again if the ultimate design criteria is to minimize expected life cycle costs 

it is necessary to calculate the probability of failure. 

1.1.6 Generic Application 

The FRM process is generic in that it relates to the following industries, e.g., 

1. airframes 

2. propulsion systems (gas turbine engines) 

3. ground vehicles 

4. marine structures (ships and offshore platforms) 

5. electric power generation (nuclear power plants, piping and pressure vessels) 

6. railway and roadway bridges, cranes, etc. 

1.2 Initial Comments on the Solution of FRM Process 

A fundamental difficulty in obtaining a solution for Pr for the physical prob

lem, as described above, is that there is no explicit formulation of the limit state 

function. Difficulties are also presented by the large number of random variables, 

multi-failure modes, small probability of failure and binary events problem. These 

issues are addressed in detail in Chapter 3. 

Because the limit state is not a unique explicit function, classical analytical 

reliability approaches (i.e., first and second order reliability methods) cannot be 

employed directly. For cases with a larger number of basic variables or cases without 

limit state functions, Monte Carlo simulations methods seem to be the only viable 

approach. But conventional Monte-Carlo is also not efficient because of large sample 

size required to estimate the small probabilities of failure anticipated. 

The computational effort (or the number of simulations) can be reduced 

significantly by using improved sampling methods. Such techniques were developed 
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to reduce the statistical error inherent in Monte Carlo methods, e.g., importance 

sampling [Melchers (1989), Schueller and Stix (1987), FU and Moses (1985), Ibrahim 

and Cornell (1987)], antithetic variables [Rubinstein (1981), Ang and Tang (1984)]' 

directonal sampling [Bjerager (1988), Ditlevsen and Bjerager (1989)], and adaptive 

sampling [Bucher (1988)], etc .. 

Efficient Monte Carlo simulation appears to represent the best opportunity 

for a complete solution to the FRM process. But the analytical formulation of 

the FRM process precludes direct application of most algorithms which have been 

proposed. Thus a goal of this study is to develop an efficient and appropriate scheme 

to solve the FRM process. 

1.3 Historical Background and Literature Survey 

1.3.1 Fatigue and Fracture 

The first fatigue investigations seem to have been reported by a German min

ing engineer, W. A. S. Albert, who in 1829 performed some repeated loading tests 

on iron chain. Some of the earliest fatigue failures in service occurred in the axles of 

stage coaches. When railway systems began to develop rapidly about the middle of 

the nineteenth century, fatigue failures in railway axles became a widespread prob

lem that began to draw the first serious at tent ion to cyclic loading effects. This was 

the first time that many similar parts of machines had been subjected to millions of 

cycles at stress levels well below the yield point, with documented service failures 

appearing with disturbing regularity. As is often done in the case of unexplained 

service failures, attempts were made to reproduce the failures in the laboratory. 

Between 1852 and 1870 the German railway engineer, August Wohler set up and 

conducted the first systematic fatigue investigation. He conducted tests on full

scale railway axles and also small-scale bending, torsion, and axial cyclic loading 

tests for several different materials. These data for Krupp axle steel are plotted on 

what has become very well known as the S-N diagram. 

In the early twentieth century with higher speed machinery, the advent of 

high-speed turbines, and the development of the aviation industry, much more 

------_._-----------_. ----- ---- ---------- ----------
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attention was turned toward trying to understand the fatigue problem. By the 

mid-twentieth century widespread activity in fatigue investigation was worldwide 

at both the microscopic level where physicists and metallurgists were attempting 

to explain the basic phenomena and at the macroscopic level where engineers were 

attempting to design components and systems by employing simple laboratory test 

data together with semi-empirical design theories. Development of dislocation the

ory proposed by Hedges and Mitchell (1956) during this period contributed much to 

the understanding of fatigue at the microscopic level. Development of the electron 

microscope by Hirsch, Horne, and Whelan (1956) and independently by Bellman 

(1956), with its superior resolution greatly contributed to the direct observation of 

fatigue processes. No less important a contribution has been made at the macro

scopic level by the developmen.t of the high-speed computer, which gives designers a 

powerful computational tool for making better estimates of fatigue life and strength. 

Finally, fracture mechanics concepts have in the past decade added an important 

measure of insight into crack propagation behavior, as well as providing the basis for 

a practical new failure prediction tool useful to a designer when faced with fatigue 

loading conditions. 

Theory and application of the fatigue/fracture equations are now well docu

mented in a wide variety of references including, Gurney (1979), Rolfe and Barsom 

(1977), Hertzberg (1976), Collins (1981), Fuchs and Stephens (1980), Nelson (1978), 

Schijve (1979), Broek (1984), and Dowling (1979), as well as the numerous works 

of the ASTM and SAE (1986, 1988). 

Crack growth relations rely on the use of the change in stress intensity factor 

as a function of the crack growth rate, da/dn. Undoubtedly, the most popular crack 

growth law is that of Paris (1964), but other models have been proposed and studied 

[Miller (1981), Ortiz et. al. (1985)]. Of particular interest is the behavior of small 

cracks at low stress levels, because in reality structures experience many cycles at 

these conditions. Reports by Leis (1983) and Burnside (1984) provide a wealth of 

information. Studies by Hudak (1981) suggest that the use of an initiation model 

coupled with a Paris propagation model having no threshold produces accurate life 

predictions in real structure. 
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Because most operational environments are random, the probability of pre

dicting fatigue under variable amplitude (irregular or random) stress processes has 

been extensively studied. Schijve (1976) provides an overview of the various ap

proaches. The two basic approaches are (a) cycle by cycle counting in which crack 

growth for each cycle is computed and (b) the characteristic stress method. For 

simplicity, the latter will be employed in this study. 

The characteristic stress approach to fatigue under variable amplitude stress 

is easy to use but, in a reliability format, it is necessary to quantify bias and un

certainty associated with the assumption of a linear damage accumulation rule. A 

comprehensive study has been attempted by Schutz (1979) to derive bias distribu

tions from data using various fracture mechanics models. Similar efforts are being 

made by Berge and Eide (1989), Holmes and Kerr (1982), Gurney (1983), and others 

to study the performance of Miner's rule when applied to life prediction of welded 

joints, where fatigue is almost all crack propagation. 

Important factors which influ'ence fatigue are mean stress and corrosion. 

These effects have been extensively reported in the literature [e.g., Gurney (1979), 

Rolfe and Barsom (1979), FUchs and Stephens (1980), Burnside (1984) and 

Vosikovsky (1989), etc.]. 

1.3.2 Fract ure Mechanics 

In the nineteenth century, the reasons for a lots of accidents and casualties 

are unknown. The number of people killed in railway accidents in Great Britain 

was on the order of two hundred per year during the decade 1860-1870. Most of 

the accidents were a result of derailing caused by fractures of wheels, axles or rails. 

Some of these accidents were certainly due to a poor design, but it was 

gradually discovered that material deficiencies in the form of pre-existing flaws could 

initiate cracks and fractures. Prevention of such flaws would improve structural 

performance. Better production methods together with increasing knowledge and 

comprehension of material properties led to a stage where the number of failures 

was reduced to more acceptable levels. 
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The earliest recorded investigation into the phenomenon of fracture would 

appear to be Leonardo da Vinci's (1953) study of the variation of failure strength 

in different lengths of wire of the same diameter. Thi~ size effect was also studied 

in iron bars by Lloyd and Hodkinson (1886) and also in glass rods and fibers by 

Anderegg (1939). Weibull (1939) demonstrated, using statistical techniques, that 

these size effects were due to internal flaws in the material. 

The first attempt at a mathematical approach to fracture mechanics was by 

Inglis (1913). He analyzes the case of an elliptical hole in a plate under uniform 

tensile stress q. This result is, of course, at variance with practical experience and 

was rationalized by Griffith (1921, 1924) who applied energy conservation principles 

to the case of the centrally cracked plate. By Griffith's approach, the stress at which 

unstable propagation occurs for a given crack length is solved. 

It should be noted that Griffith's approach did not involve the distribution 

of stress around the crack tip. FUrthermore, the energy approach is strictly appli

cable to brittle materials only but Irwin (1948) and Orowan (1955) have suggested 

extensions to Griffith's expressions which account for limited plastic deformation in 

the vicinity of the crack tip. 

The fracture mechanics approach to fatigue has been discussed by Barsom, 

Hertzberg, and FUchs and Stephens. Based on the extensive experimental data, the 

central region of crack growth rate dajdn and the stress intensity factor range ~K 

has a linear relationship as proposed by Paris (1963). Refined models are discussed 

by Forman (1967), Walker (1970), Dolomon (1972), Branco et al. (1976), Priddle 

(1976), Yang et al. (1981), Lin and Yang (1983), Ditlevsen and Olesen (1985) and 

Ort:z and Kiremidjian (1985), etc .. 

Engineering fracture mechanics provides the methodology to compensate for 

the inadequacies of conventional design concepts. The conventional design criteria 

are based on tensile strength, yield strength and buckling stress. These criteria are 

adequate for many engineering structures, but they are insufficient when there is 

the likelihood of cracks. Now, after approximately three decades of development, 

fracture mechanics has become a useful tool in design with high strength materials. 
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1.3.3 Probabilistic Structural Design 

The first attempts to apply probabilistic and statistical concepts in struc

tural analysis date back to the beginning of this century. However, the subject did 

not receive much attention until after World War II. In October 1945, a historic 

paper written by A. M. Freudenthal entitled "The Safety of Structures" appeared 

in the proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers. The purpose of it 

was to "analyze the safety factor in engineering structures in order to establish a 

rational method of evaluating its magnitude." It was selected for inclusion with 

many discussions in the 1947 Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engi

neers. The publication of this paper marked the genesis of structural reliability in 

the U.S .. Most of the ingredients of structural reliability such as probability the

ory, statistics, structural analysis and design, and quality control existed prior to 

that time. Professor Freudenthal continued for many years to be in the forefront of 

structural reliability and risk analysis. 

During the 1960's there was rapid growth of academic interest in structural 

reliability theory. Classical theory became well developed and widely known through 

a few influential publications such as that of Freudenthal, Garrelts, and Shinouzuka 

(1966), Pugsley (1966), Kececioglu and Cormier (1964), Ferry-Borges and Casten

heta (1971), and Haugen (1968). However, professional acceptance was low for 

several reasons. Probabilistic design seemed cumbersome. The theory, particularly 

system analysis, seemed mathematically intractible. Little data were available, and 

modelling error was an issue which needed to be addressed. And system structural 

safety analysis seemed extraordinarily complex. 

But there were early efforts to circumvent these limitations. Turkstra (1970) 

presented structural design as a problem of decision making under uncertainty and 
, 

risk. Lind, Turkstra, an.d Wright (1965) defined the problem of rational design of a 

code as finding a set of best values of the load and resistance factors. Cornell (1967) 

suggested the use of a second moment format, and subsequently it was demonstrated 

that Cornell's safety index requirement could be used to derive a set of safety factors 

on loads and resistances. This approach related reliability analysis to practically 
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accepted methods of design. The Cornell approach has been refined and employed 

in many structural standards. 

Difficulties with the second moment format were uncovered in 1969 when 

Ditlevsen and Lind independently discovered the problem of invariance. Cornell's 

index was not constant when certain simple problems were reformulated in a me

chanically equivalent way. But the lack of invariance dilemma was overcome when 

Hasofer and Lind (1974) defined a generalized safety index which was invariant to 

mechanical formulation. This landmark appearance represented a turning point 

in structural reliability theory. More sophisticated extensions of the Hasofer-Lind 

approach proposed in recent years by Rackwitz and Fiessler (1978), Chen and Lind 

(1982), and Wu (1984) provide accurate probability of failure estimates for compli

cated limit state functions. 

There are many modes of failure in structural systems, depending on the 

configuration of the system, shapes and materials of the members, the loading 

conditions, etc. In order to perform a system reliability assessment the failure modes 

must be defined. However, for a large system with a high degree of redundancy it is 

difficult in practice to determine a priori which failure modes are probabilistically 

significant. The following methods have been proposed to produce approximate 

solutions: (a) automatic generation of safety margins, (b) the ,B-unzipping method, 

and (c) branch-and bound method (Thoft-Christensen and Murotsu, 1986). The 

state of the art in systems structural reliability analysis is reported in the works of 

Bennett (1983), Ang and Tang (1984), Guenard (1984), Ditlevsen (1986), Madsen, 

Krenk, and Lind (1986), and Thoft-Christensen and Murotsu (1986). But at this 

time there exists no general method for obtaining efficient solutions to the system 

reliability problem. 

1.3.4 Fatigue Reliability and Maintainability 

Two basic types of scheduled maintenance procedures have been proposed, 

(1) scheduled inspection and repair or replacement maintenance, and (2) scheduled 

proof test maintenance. For many fatigue critical components, scheduled mainte

nance is effective to ensure their structural integrity [Barrois (1973), Coffin and 
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Tiffany (1976)]. In addition to the inspection, proof testing is another quality as

surance technique, which can be perfonned prior to service or in service in order 

to screen out weak components. For example, pressure vessel proof tests have been 

discussed by Barnett and Herman (1965), Tiffany (1970, 1972), Evans and Wieder

hown (1974), Shinozuka and Yang (1969), Fujino and Lind (1977) and Yang et 

al .. 

To measure the instantaneous integrity of the structure, nondestructive in

spection is used to detect growing fatigue cracks. The probability of detection curve 

(POD) for cracks of a given length has been employed to define the capability of 

a particular nondestructive inspection system in a given environment. Many POD 

curves can be found in the literature, e.g,. ASCE (1982), Packman et al. (1976), 

Yee et al. (1976), Berens and Hovey (1981), Yang and Donath (1982, 1983) and 

references therein. 

If a crack is detected, either during production or service inspection, the 

cracked member may be repaired .. For some fatigue critical components, how

ever, the repair is not feasible so that the entire component should by replaced. 

After a component is replaced, its residual strength and fatigue strength is re

newed to a strength which may be greater or less than the initial component. 

Repair/replacement maintenance procedures have been studied by many investi

gators [e.g., Eggwertz (1972), Yang and 'frapp (1974), Davidson (1975), Varansa 

and Whittaker (1976), etc.]. 

The state of art of the fatigue reliability and maintainability is also presented 

in the work of the following: 

A significant effort to apply fatigue reliability and maintainability concepts 

to structural systems was the retirement for cause (RFC) program for gas turbine 

engine components [Annis et al. (1981), King (1983) and Yang and Chen (1985, 

1986)]. The RFC method is used to improve the structural performance of rotor 

disks of gas turbine engines life by appling fracture mechanics and nondestructive 

evaluation (NDE). In order to execute the RFC procedure, an optimal inspection 

interval should be determined such that the life cycle cost of engine components is 

minimum and a high level of the component reliability is maintained. 
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Perhaps the most comprehensive study of the FRM process has been con

ducted by Madsen, Tallin, Kirkemo, and co-workers (1985, 1986, 1987, 1989). They 

employ first order reliability analysis (FORM) very effectively to estimate condi

tional reliabilities as the structure ages. Harris (1977, 1978) has taken a reliability 

approach using a sophisticated reliability model used to introduce inspection per

formance and flaw densities. Yang and Chen (1985) use multiple POD curves to 

reduce possible error from inspection procedures. Paliou, Shinozuka, and Chen 

(1987) have studied the process for marine structures as a first passage excursion 

problem with periodic inspection. 

The most recent contributions to structure maintenance includes that of 

Lotsburg and Kirkemo (1989) who describe a systematic method of planning in 

service inspection of steel offshore strucures, Frieze and Kam (1989) propose method 

to evaluate the nondestructive inspection of offshore tubular structures, Hanna and 

Karsan (1989) propose a fatigue model for reliability based inspection and repair 

of welded tubular offshore structures, and Wirsching et al. (1988,1989) propose 

a simulation approach to perform fatigue and fracture reliability analysis given a 

program of periodic inspection and repair. 

1.4 A Close Look at Recent Work 

Perhaps the most recent studies of the FRM process are by Madsen et 

al. (1986, 1987) and Yang et al. (1985, 1986). Their work is summarized briefly 

as follows: 

1. Madsen et al. (1986, 1987) 

a. A stochastic model for fatigue crack growth is applied which accounts for 

uncertainties in loading, initial and critical defect sizes, material parameters 

including spatial variation, and in the uncertainty related to computation of 

the stress intensity factor. 

b. The fatigue crack growth model is of the form by Ortiz, et al. (1985) 

da 
dN 

(1.4.1) 
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where C1 , is a random variable modeling variations in Paris coefficient C from 

specimen to specimen, and C2(a) is a stationary lognormal process modeling 

variations in C within each specimen, and 

~K = O'Y(a, X)y7i=i (1.4.2) 

where 0' is the farfield stress; Y(a,X) is the geometry function, where X is a 

vector of random parameters. 

c. A safety margin function M can be formulated as 

l ac C2(X) m 
M = Ilo Y(x,X)m(v;rx)m dX - C1 S N (1.4.3) 

where 8.0 represent initial crack size, ac represent critical crack size, N is a 

time period that from 8.0 propagate to a.c. The corresponding probability of 

failure is 

PC = P(M ~ 0) (1.4.4) 

d. Two types of inspection results are considered, 

a(Nj) ~ Adj, - 1,2, ... r (1.4.5a) 

a(Nj) = Aj, J - 1,2, ... s (l.4.5b) 

In the first case, no crack was found in the inspection after Nj stress cycles, 

implying that the crack size was smaller than the smallest detectable crack 

size Adj. For each measurement of Eq. 1.4.5a an event margin Mj can be 

defined similar to the safety margin as 

(1.4.6) 

In the second case, a crack size Aj is observed after Nj stress cycles. Aj is 

generally random due to measurement error and/or due to uncertainties in 

the interpretation of a measured signal as a crack size. For this case, the 

safety margin is 

(1.4.7) 
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e. The reliability analysis method used in this research is the first-order relia

bility method (FORM). Consider the situation where no crack is detected in 

the first r inspections at a location, while a crack is detected by the (r+l)'th 

inspection and its size is measured at this and the following (s-l) inspections. 

The updated failure probability in this case is 

Pc = P(M:5 OIMl :5 0 n . n Mr :5 0 n Mr+I = . = Mr+s = 0) (1.4.8) 

General limitations of this work are: 

a. The crack initiation process was not considered. 

b. Only the fatigue failure mode was considered. 

c. First order reliability analysis (FORM) has some disadvantages, e.g., (1) 

it may have significant error for non-linear limit state functions, (2) when 

optimization procedures are employed, there may be question whether or 

not the obtained solution is actually the minimum, (3) generally there is a 

increase in error with increasing dimension of the problem. 

2. Yang and Chen (1985, 1986) 

Yang and co-workers have made many contributions relative to the applica

tion of the FRM process to USAF airframes. What is presented in the following is 

some of his most recent work on gas turbine engines. 

a. An exploratory study is made of a probabilistic retirement for cause (RFC) 

analysis methodology for gas turbine engine components. The initial fatigue 

quality is represented by both the statistical distributions of the initial flaw 

size and the time to crack initiation. 

b. The time to crack initiation, denoted by T, at a critical location of a com

ponent under service loading spectra is assumed to follow the lognormal 

distribution. 

c. After a crack is initiated at the reference crack size 8.0, it will propagate 

under service load. The Paris model for the crack growth rate of a corner 

crack has been modified as follows: 

da 
dt - QSVab (1.4.9) 
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where da/ dt = crack growth rate; Q, V and b are constant and can be 

determined from three or more crack growth curves, i.e., crack size aCt) vs 

cycles t, using the least-squares best-fit procedures. Under well-controlled 

laboratory environments, test results of the crack growth rate for engine 

materials exhibit considerable statistical variability. The lognormal crack 

growth rate model is employed to randomize the deterministic crack growth 

rate equation Eq. 1.4.9 as 

(1.4.10) 

where Z is a random variable accounting for uncertainties in the design fac

tors, 

(1.4.11) 

where HI, H2 , H3 , H4 , and S are random variables denoting contributions 

to the statistical variability of the crack growth rate from various sources. 

HI represents the material variability; H2 the variability of crack geometry, 

such as aspect ratio, stress intensity factor, etc.; H3 the variability of crack 

modeling, e.g., two-dimensional crack model, etc.; and H4 the variability of 

crack growth damage due to each equivalent cycle. S denotes the variability 

of stress resulting from variabilities of service loads, temperature profile, and 

the stress concentration factor in each hole. 

d. Inspection procedures: An engine is inspected by two NDE (or one) systems 

using the intersection rule. The resulting probability of crack detection under 

two NDE systems using the intersection rule is given by 

Fo(a) = POD(a; l)POD(a; 2) (1.4.12) 

e. Repair strategies include replacement and nonreplacement types. 

f. Formulation: The component is assumed to consist of only one critical lo

cation and the failure of such a critical location will imply the failure of 

the entire component. The probability of failure is calculated by integration 
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method. In addition to the probability of failure, the probability of retire

ment (or crack detection) during the nth inspection maintenance and the 

probability that a component will be inspected by the second NDE system 

are evaluated. 

The general limitations of this work are: 

a. Only the fatigue failure mode was considered. 

b. Threshold stress intensity factor was not included. 

c. The analysis was limited to a "small" number of random variables. For 

the general structural system with large number of components and more 

variables, the approach by integration is difficult to apply. 

1.5 Goals and Scope 

On the basis of the literature review, the following goals and scope of this 

dissertation were defined to extend the state of art. In general, efficient methods for 

analysis of the fatigue and fracture reliability and maintainability (FRM) process 

for a general parallel/series structural system are needed. Following is a summary 

of the goals and scope of this dissertation: 

1. Define the FRM Process: 

The FRM process involves a large number of factors having complex inter

relationships. An attempt to list all of the factors is provided in Table 1.1. The 

important activities fall into three catagories: 

(a) Carefully define all relevant factors; a first attempt to identify and categorize 

the analytical components of the problem is given in Table 1.1. 

(b) Develop probability based fatigue initiation/propagation models under ran

dom loading as well as probabilistic models for quasi-static fracture. 

( c) Collect generic statistical data on all design factors as an activity associated 

with the literature survey, i.e., define the analytical models of the process. 

-.-_. - -_.- -------_._--------_. -_ .. - - -- - ---.-----._------------_ ... _ .. -- -------_._-._---



Table 1.1 Factors in the FRM Process 

Design Factors 

Structural • Number of members, M 
System • Number of elements/members, J 

Stress G Long term distribution of fatigue stress (R) 
• Extreme stress (R) 
• Impulsive load transfer after 

failure of one or more members (R) 
e Stress modeling elTor (R) 

Service Life • Ts 

Static • Ductile fracture (R) 
Strength • BrittleJracture (R) 

Fatigue • Crack initiation model (R) 
Strength • Crack propagation model (R) 

Other Damage • Under consideration 
Mechanisms 

Inspections • POD curve associated with inspection type (R) 
• False positives and gross error (R) 
• Inspection type, frequency, spacing 
• Measurement accuracy (R) 

Repair • Minimum crack size for repair 
Policy G Period of exposure before repairs made 

• Retirement if too much structural deterioration 

R = factor treated as random phenomena which will be described by one 
or more random variables 

_ .. - - -- -----. --_ .... __ ._-
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2. Solution Strategies to the FRM Process 

Solution strategies for the FRM process will be developed. The basic re

sponse variable is time to system failure T, and the general goal of analysis will be 

to derive the distribution of T. Specific analysis requirements include estimation of: 

(a) the probability of failure as predicted prior to service 

(b) the distribution of T, including the reliability and hazard functions, prior to 

serVIce 

(c) the reliability function conditional on structural survival at any time t 

(d) the reliability function conditional on the event of inspection 

( e) the rate, as a function of time, of repair of cracked and broken members 

(f) rate of occurence, as a function of time of the various failure modes. 

3. Provide Some Demonstration Solutions of the FRM Process 

Once methods for efficient simulation of the FRM process have been devel

oped, parameter studies can be performed to define, in general terms, what is and 

what is not important. The number of problems produced by possible combinations 

of all parameters is large, but studies will focus on the following factors. What is 

the influence on system structual performance of . 

(a) System Effects 

• Series system (number of elements) 

• Parallel system (number of elements) 

• Series/parallel system 

(b) Material Properties 

• Fatigue crack initiation life 

• Material types, e.g., structural steel, aluminum, titanium 

(c) Stress 

• Form of the long term stress process 

• Mean stress 

• Definition of quasi-static loads and the extreme load 

• Nature and magnitude of impulsive loads in parallel system 
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• Stress intensity factor 

• Stress modeling error 

( d) Inspection and Repair 

• POD curve 

• Pre-service inspection 

• Number and spacing of inspections 

• Repair decision 

A description of the problem is presented in Chapter 2. Analysis strategies 

are provided in the Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides reference data for the demon

stration case. Chapter 5 provides a demonstration for a solution of a series system 

and Chapter 6 demonstrates the solution of a parallel/series system. Chapter 7 il

lustrates construction of the general reliability functions. Chapter 8 will summarize 

the results and provides recommendations for future work. 

------ --------------



CHAPTER 2 

DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 

lVIODELS USED TO ANALYZE THE FATIGUE/FRACTURE 

RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY PROBLEM 

2.1 The Basic Structural Model 

40 

In general, reliability analysis of a redundant structure is extremely com

plicated. The analytical model will contain implicit limit state functions, multi

failure modes and a large number of random variables. In order to study the 

fatigue/fracture reliability and maintainability (FRM) process for a complex struc

ture, it is necessary to first understand the behavior of simple models. 

The structure system considered herein is an idealized parallel/series sys

tem, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The parallel member system is sometimes referred to as 

a "Daniels system." The geometric discontinuity at potential failure sites for fatigue 

are defined as shown. Generally, these would correspond to joints, i.e., stress con

centrations, in each member. Fig. 2.2 illustrates a member initial failure sequence 

for a M=4 member system, and shows how redundancy of the parallel member 

system is effective [Mart,indale and Wirsching (1983), Stahl and Geyer (1984)]. 

A principal feature of this parallel/series structural model is that the system 

stress redistribution calculation following failure is easy to calculate. For the general 

structure, there are overwhelming difficulties due to complicated redistributions of 

the load effects after each element failure. Failure probabilities may be dependent 

on the ordered sequence of element failures. The entire random load path may affect 

the reliability of the stuctural system. However, for the simplified parallel/series 

system, these issues are avoided. 

2.2 External Random Loading 
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J = number of failure 
sites for each 
member 

~----------------------------- t 

Fig. 2.1 Parallel/Series Member System 



Fatiaue failure or quasi-static fracture under the 
design load. This will be repaired, but before it is 
possible for a second member to fail. 

Q(t) 

Load redistribution and transient response may 
cause quasi-static fracture/excessive yielding in 
other members, resulting in collapse. 

Fig. 2.2 Progressive Failures in the 

Parallel/Series Member System 
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The structures discussed herein are continuously subjected to external dy

namic loads [Gurney (1983), Wirsching and Light (1980)]. Stresses resulting from 

these loads are typically random as shown in Fig. 2.3 .. In this study, three types of 

loading leading to failure are considered; (1) oscillatory fatigue stress, (2) extreme 

stress and (3) impulsive shock stresses resulting from member failures caused by 

fatigue or the extreme load. 

2.2.1 Random Fatigue Loading 

In practice, more than one type of load or load effect may be acting on the 

system to be designed, e.g., the force of wind, waves, currents, earthquakes, thermal 

and mechanical operations on a structure. To ensure system integrity the designer 

must make certain that the combined effects of each type of load do not exceed 

system strength. However, for this problem, it is assumed that the total external 

load is modelled as only one component Q( t) as shown in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. 

:For general engineering application Q( t) will be a random process. To predict 

fatigue, the m:.ture of the random loading and characteristic parameters related to 

the fatigue process must be defined. Basically, the key parameters are the number 

and the amplitudes or ranges of the cyclic loading process. 

For a general wide band non-stationary random process, fatigue damage 

estimation requires definition of the effective or characteristic stress range. Assume 

that sequence effects are insignificant. The rainflow cycle counting is recognized as 

the most appropriate algorithm for defining stress ranges. However, in this study, 

the random stress process is assumed to be narrow band. 

Assume that the fatigue loading is described as a sequence of variable am

plitude stress ranges, Sj; i=1, Ns, where Ns is the number of cycles in the service 

life. Define a "characteristic" or equivalent constant amplitude stress Se as, 

(2.2.1) 

where m is the slope of the characteristic S-N curve [Wirsching (1984)] or the Paris 

exponent. For a continuous random variable S, the expectation of sm will be 

E(sm) = l=smfs(s)ds (2.2.2) 
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Fig. 2.3 External Load on System 
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where fs is the density function of S. 

The mean frequency of the narrow band random stress process is equal to 

the rate of zero crossings with positive slope, fo. The equivalent number of stress 

cycles, N eq, is the product of the expected rate of zero crossings and the duration 

of application, T, i.e., 

Neq = E[N] = foT (2.2.3) 

For this analysis, it is assumed that the long-tenn distribution of stress 

ranges is Weibull [Wirsching (1984)]. The model is expressed in the following pa

rameters. 

1. N s: Total number of cycles in the service life. 

2. So: The value of S corresponding to a probability of exceeda!"lce is equal to 

1 
peS > So) = -

Ns 
(2.2.4) 

So has a return period of Ns' cycles. Sometimes So is called the "design" 

stress or the once in a lifetime stress and is used for quasi-static failure 

modes 

3. e: Weibull shape parameter. 

If Sis Weibull, then, it can be shown that, 

(2.2.5) 

where r(·) is the gamma function. 

2.2.2 Stress :Modeling Error 

Stress modeling error relates uncertainties associated with assumptions 

made in stress analysis. Stress modeling error, quantified by the random vari

able B [e.g., Ravindra and Galambos (1978), Kaplan et. al. (1984), Ellingwood 

et. al. (1980), Moses (1986), etc.], is defined as 

B = [ 
actual stress in component ] 

predicted stress in component 
(2.2.6) 
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Assumptions made in translating random data into fatigue stresses include 

statistical uncertainties in environmental descriptions as well as uncertainties in 

computing external loads, structure response, member loads, and stress concentra

tion stresses. Because there are so many sources of uncertainties, it is difficult to 

quantify accurately. Subjective uncertainty depends on: 

1. The general method of stress analysis employed. 

2. How well an analytical model describes stress. 

3. The designer's judgment and degree of confidence. 

4. The site of the structure. 

5. Time, because of improvement of the engineer's degree of confidence as 

knowledge improves. 

6. The location of the joint in the structure. 

7. The magnitude of the load applied. 

Components of stress modeling error have been defined as follows: 

1. Models of environment 

2. Translating the environment into loads on structure 

3. Computing the dynamic response of structure 

4. Determination of internal forces in members 

5. Computing the stresses at stress concentration 

References [Wirsching and Chen (1988), Wirsching (1984)] describe how 

stress modeling error can be quantified as a random variable. Also some exam

ples are presented. 

Assume S' e denotes the best estimate of stress computed by Eq. 2.2.5 above. 

Then the actual fatigue stress Se is redefined as 

Se = BS'e (2.2.7) 

2.2.3 Extreme Stress 
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The extreme stress is assumed to be equal to the mean stress SM plus half 

of the design stress range So from the fatigue loading distribution during Ts. 

Q' So S = - + M 
2 

(2.2.8) 

The extreme stress (shown in Fig. 2.3), Q, in each member is assumed to be equal. 

Because this value comes from the same random loading distribution as the 

fatigue stress, the same modeling error will be applied. The actual extreme stress 

Q in each member will be equal to 

Q = B Q' (2.2.9) 

where Q' is the best estimate extreme stress. Note that the same biases and uncer

tainties are assumed for the fatigue and extreme load. In practice it is recognized 

that there will be some independent components of B for each case. 

2.2.4 Separation Stress (Impulsive Load) 

Upon failure of one member, there will be a redistribution of loads throughout 

the entire system. Thus, the full load carried by one member before member failure 

is shed to the remaining components of that member after failure. Determination of 

the impulsive loads on the remaining intact members following one or more member 

failures, is application specific. Important factors include: (1) load history at the 

time where member fails, (2) dynamics of the system just prior to and following the 

failure, and (3) the type of failure, i.e., brittle, ductile, all of which may be difficult 

to establish for a given application. 

It is assumed for the system of Fig. 2.2 that each member carries an equal 

load. The axial stress will be constant throughout each member. After failure of 

one member, the stresses are assumed to be equal in each remaining member and 

uniform throughout the remaining members. 

The models for impulsive separation stress proposed herein are elementary 

and presented for reference only. The treatment of impulsive stress is an important 

-----_.--_ ... _-----------------------
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component of the analysis. It is suggested that a more refined model be developed 

based on knowledge of the physics of the system. The reference on ultimate strength 

reliability of parallel member systems by Stahl and Geyer (1985) may prove partic

ularly useful. This paper presented a methl)dology for addressing parallel system 

behavior resulting from member failures including considerations of impulsive load 

transfer, and failure type, including brittle, ductile, and partially ductile failures. 

The impulsive separation stress is modeled two ways depending upon the mode of 

first member failure. As suggested by the comments above, these models are simple. 

Case 1 Fracture by extreme stress. Q: If only one member fails, the stress in 

remaining members is (shown in Fig. 2.4) 

Ql = Q(DLF) [M ~ 1] (2.2.10) 

But if j members fail, then the loads in the remaining members are, 

where 

Qj = Q(DLF)[M~J (2.2.11) 

DLF is defined as the dynamic load factor; this value, associated with im

p~lsive response, depends on the dynamics of the system. The analyst may 

have to assume a value for DLF. Ideally, he would have a dynamic analysis 

or experimental results on which to make a decision. 

Case 2 Failure by fatigue: Here it is not so clear what the impulsive load should 

be. Fatigue failure occurs when the crack becomes too large, but this can occur at 

any tensile stress level. 

To obtain the statistical distribution of loads in the M-1 surviving members, 

an approach based on subjective judgement regarding the range of possible values 

is employed. This impulsive load Qs is assumed to have a lognormal distribution. 

The median, Qs, and COY of Qs, CQs' are defined by the assumption that the 

maximum possible value, Smax, and the minimum possible value, Smin, span ±2 

standard deviations on a log basis, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The values of Smax 

and Smin have to be chosen by the analyst. A possible model is 

Smax = (DLF)(LR)Q (2.2.12) 

--"- - -"------ --"-----------------------
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where, 

and 

Smin - (LR)Qmin 

DLF is as defined above. 

LR = load redistribution factor = (M/M-1) 

Q = median of extreme load = BQ' 
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(2.2.13) 

Qmin = estimate of the minimum possible load in the intact system which 

might be acting when fatigue occurs 

Upon making the log transformation, it is easily shown that, 

1 (Smax) O'lnQs = -In --
4 Smin 

CQs - .jexp(0'InQs 2 ) - 1 

2.3 Modes of Failure 

2.3.1 General Introduction 

(2.2.14) 

(2.2.15) 

(2.2.16) 

A failure may be defined as any change in the size, shape, or material prop

erties of a structure, machine, or machine part that renders it incapable of satisfac

torily performing its intended function [Collins (1981)]. In general, possible failure 

modes for a tensile component include: (1) a serviceability failure of excessive de

formation associated with gross yielding in the member, (2) metal fatigue, and (3) 

fracture. 

Gross yielding resulting in a serviceability failure was not considered herein to 

be a significant failure mode. This would be the case for those structural members 

having such a geometry where significant localized yielding would occur in the 

neighborhood of stress concentrations. Ultimate failure would occur at these points, 

before there is a significant extension of the member as a unit. This study focuses 

on the ultimate failure modes of fatigue and fracture, as shown in Fig. 2.6. 
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FAILURE MODES: 

1. Fatigue can occur at any joint; 
caused by long term oscillatory 
loading. 

2. Brittle fracture can occur at any • •• 
joint where there is a growing 
fatigue crack; caused by extreme 
load or impulsive load. • • • .. 

• e • • • CD • • 
3. Ductile fracture of the tendon 

as a whole can occur; caused 
by extreme load or impulsive 
load. I , 

•• 
Q(t) 

Fig. 2.6 Failure Modes for a Member 

----- ----- ---- ----------- ---.- -- - ---
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2.3.2 Probabilistic Fatigue Model 

Fatigue Strength Model: 

To perform rational fatigue design, it is necessary to introduce statistical 

models that describe the large variability observed in fatigue behavior. This is 

achieved by treating the parameters in the fatigue models as random variables. 

These random design parameters can then be used in any reliability analysis algo

rithm to determine the statistica distribution of fatigue life, N, of a component or 

a system. Such analysis is often complicated by the fact that crack growth laws 

and local strain analysis may require complex numerical algorithms, which may be 

implicit functions of multiple random variables, to compute N. If several function 

evaluations (compute N as a function of a given parameter vector) are necessary to 

construct the CnF of N, then the cost can be substantial. 

Examples of reliability analysis are reported in the literature for common 

models used for fatigue strength, e:g., characteristic S-N [Wirsching (1984)], local 

strain analysis [Wu and Wirsching (1984)], and fracture mechanics [Wirsching and 

Ortiz (1988)]. But a more refined fatigue reliability analysis would adopt a strength 

model in which both the crack initiation and propagation phases are included. Such 

a model would be particularly useful for analysis of the fatigue reliability-periodic

inspection-repair process [Madsen et. al. (1987), Madsen (1985), Wirsching and 

Torng (1988, 1989)]. Now that some of the recent fatigue tests report results of 

initiation and propagation life in specimens, data are becoming available from which 

probabilistic initiation/propagation fatigue strength models can be constructed. 

Th.e model used in this study will consist of analytical forms of initiation 

and propagation, and the parameters of the model will be described as random 

variables. Specific criteria for the model are: (1) it should describe accurately, in 

a statistical sense, the physics of the fatigue process, and (2) it should have a form 

which is sufficiently simple so that it could be implemented without difficulty in an 

advanced reliability algorithm [Madsen, Krenk and Lind (1986)] or Monte Carlo. 

The relationship between initiation and propagation lives is illstrated in 

Fig. 2.7. For a smooth specimen, initiation may be described by the general strain 

----~----- ------------
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life relationship and propagation by integration of one of many crack growth laws. 

This study will deal with the simpler of the two problems for which the initiation 

life is expected to be smaller than propagation life, but have the same general 

form. This may be typical of fabricated structures such as welded joints or other 

structural members in which tool marks, forging laps, and other initial imperfections 

substantially reduce initiation life relative to a smooth polished specimen. 

In summary, total fatigue life NT as illustrated in Fig. 2.8 will be modelled 

as 

(2.3.1 ) 

where 

NI: Initiation life will be described by the characteristic S-N curve 

(2.3.2) 

Np: Propagation life is obtained by integration of the Paris law. 

Inherent in this model are several important assumptions: 

1. Low cycle fatigue is not accomodated explicitly. 

2. There is no stress endurance limit. 

3. There are no sequence effects in the crack propagation model. 

4. There is no threshold level in the propagation model, that is, ~Kth - O. 

NT: Crack Initiation 

Even in fabricated structure where fatigue is primarily crack propagation, 

there is an initiation period. The initiation period is said to be the time to generate 

a crack of 2 to 20 grain diameters (a grain diameter may be 10 to 50 microns). 

Generally, because of the uncertainties associated with the accurate determination 

of crack initiation, the conservative assumption of a pre-existing flaw is often made. 

However, cracks do not necessarily pre-exist at stress concentrations, and advantage 

may be taken, where appropriate, of the finite number of cycles required to initiate 

a flaw. Define this initial flaw size as the initiation crack size "ao". 

- --- . _.- --.----. --------------------. - .. --------
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A model of the fatigue initiation/propagation process. 

N = Nt + Np 

where 

N I = cycles to initiate a crack of depth a 80 

N p = cycles to propagate a crack from depth 110 to 8{ 

I(t) 

IDililtion 

Q(t) 

Fig. 2.8 Model of Total Life Cycles N 

--- - -----------
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The general assumption employed to establish the median value of fatigue 

. strength AI in the expression NISm = AI is that the general ratio of median lives 

IS, 
NI 

F(S) 
NT 

- (2.3.3) 

and 
NI F(S) 
Np - 1- F(S) 

(2.3.4) 

where F(S) is a function of Stress. 

Note that the model of Eq. 2.3.2 has the following limitations; (1) valid for 

high cycle fatigue only, (2) there is no endurance limit, (3) all uncertainties are 

accounted for in AI, and (4) there is no mean stress effect. The mean stress effect 

on fatigue strength is considered in the following. 

The Mean Stress Effect for Crack Initiation 

To account for the effect of mean stress, assume the basic parameters used 

to define both initiation life and propagation rate are based on zero-peak test as 

shown in Fig. 2.9a. The empirical equation used to define fatigue strength is 

NRmo = Ao (2.3.5) 

where Ro represents the strength (constant stress range which caused failure). The 

"Goodman type" correction [e.g., Fuchs and Stephens (1980)] for mean stress is 

widely used elsewhere and will be applied in this study also. 

To consider the mean stress effect, two possible conditions must be considered 

Case 1: Se/2 < SM; Stress process is totally tensile. See Fig. 2.9b. 

Case 2: Se/2 > SM; Stress process is partly compressive. See Fig. 2.9c. 

Case 1: For the case that Se/2 < SM, the stress strength range vs. ultimate 

strength is shown in Fig. 2.10. The fatigue strength, RFAT, a modified form of 

Goodman's correction, is defined as 

(2.3.6) 
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where Ru represents the median value of ultimate strength. Note that it will be 

assumed that 8M is sufficiently small so that the ultimate strength line is not ex

ceeded. 

To find the equivalent fatigue strength A, substitute equation (2.3.6) into 

equation (2.3.5) to obtain, 

(2.3.7) 

Thus, the failure occurs when 8e ~ RFAT. The number of cycles to failure is, 

(2.3.8) 

The correction may also be introduced by defining an equivalent stress. From 

the definition of failure 

(2.3.9) 

Comparing with Eq. 2.3.5, 

(2.3.10) 

Thus the equivalent stress range with a mean stress correction can be expressed 

(2.3.11) 

and the event of failure is 

(2.3.12) 

. ___________ L 
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The discussion above is valid when the peak stress is less than the ultimate 

strength. The event of an ultimate failure is 

(2.3.13) 

In order to avoid static failure, 

Se -"'2 < Ru - Se (2.3.14) 

This is shown as the "ultimate strength" line in Fig. 2.10. 

Case 2: For the case that Se/2 > SM, it is assumed that the only effective 

stress for fatigue is tensile stress as shown in Fig. 2.9c. Fig. 2.11 illustrates the fa

tigue strength range versus ultimate strength relationship for this case. The fatigue 

strength, RFAT, after Goodman's correction, can be denoted as follows: 

RFAT = ~ x [2. - S~/2] (2.3.15) 

Note that this equation is only valid for mean stress greater than zero. Based 

on the Eq. 2.3.15 and following the procedures for Case 1, we know the equivalent 

stress range with a mean stress correction can be written as 

Sem = Se 

[2. - S~i2l 
Se S (2.3.16) - - + M 2 

An equivalent fatigue strength coefficient A would be, 

[ 
SM ]m 

A = Ao x 2. - Se/2 
(2.3.17) 

Np : Crack Propagation 

The crack propagation process is illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The fatigue crack 

growth law (FCGL) employed here is shown as the Paris law [e.g., Schutz (1979), 

Schijve (1976)]. 
da 
dN 

(2.3.18) 
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where the stress intensity range 

6K = Y(a)SeJ7ii (2.3.19) 

Integration of the FCG L produces an expression for N p as a function of crack 

length, a. 
1 l a 

da Np = m m (2.3.20) cse
mll' 2 ao ym(a)a 2 

For the special case where Y is a constant, it is easily shown that, 

(2.3.21) 

In the simulation program, it is necessary to compute crack length a for a 

given N. Solving Eq. 2.3.21 for a, 

(2.3.22) 

The Mean Stress Effect for Crack Propagation 

In general, the mean· stress effect on fatigue crack growth behavior is shown 

in Fig. 2.13. The stress ratio R is usually used as the principal parameter and is 

defined as follows 

R = (2.3.23) 

Most tests on the mean stress effects on crack growth have been obtained 

with only tensile loading, that is, R ;::: O. The zero-peak test has the corresponding 

R equals to zero. As indicated by Fig. 2.13, increasing the R ratio has a tendency to 

increase the crack growth rates in all portions of the crack growth curve. Perhaps 

the most popular equation modeling mean stress effects is the Fonnan equation 

[e.g., Fuchs and Stephens (1980)]. 

da 
dN (1-R)Kc - 6K 

(2.3.24) 
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This equation is more complex than the the Paris equation. To simplify the 

analysis in this study. The mean stress effect correction for crack propagation Np 

is assumed to be the same as crack initiation NI. A correction for either equivalent 

Miner's stress or the Paris coefficient C for crack propagation needs to be defined. 

The correction for Miner's stress is given by Eq. 2.3.11 and 2.3.16. To apply the 

correction for C, the equivalent stress is introduced into the crack growth equation 

(see Eq. 2.3.22), resulting in 

C = 

(2.3.25) 

In summary, the justification for using the modified Goodman mean stress 

model as presented 

1. Ease of analysis; the same correction to stress for both initiation and prop

agation. 

2. Acknowledges important effect of mean stress for both initiation and propa

gation. 

3. The Goodman correction is commonly used for initiation. 

4. The same model used for propagation provides a correction reasonably sim

ilar to other models which have been proposed [Fuchs and Stephens (1980)]. 

Uncertainties in Crack Growth Behavior 

In general, the sources of uncertainty with regard to crack growth and cycles 

to failure can be identified as 

1. Inherent variability of the material. This is reflected by treating the Paris 

coefficient C as a random variable. 

2. Analysis errors associated with the methods of extracting da/ dN - Ll.K data 

from the a-N curves which are measured directly. The coefficient C also 

reflects this uncertainty. 
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3. Differences from one material to another in pooled data. There will be the 

obvious questions of how a given material relates to this data set. The 

coefficient C will contain this uncertainty as well. 

4. Application of the material in an environment other than the one in which it 

was tested. Some crack propagation data in seawater and cathodic protection 

is available. Data which could be used to quantify the statistics of C are 

scarce. 

5. Initial and final crack sizes, ao and ar. The initial flaw size is assumed to be 

a constant. ar is to be specified. It is assumed that that failure corresponds 

to a given crack size. 

6. Sequence effect: including crack retardation and acceleration due to a ten

sile and compressive overloads respectively. The coefficient C contains this 

uncertainty. 

2.3.3 Definition of Fatigue Failure 

In any component where there is a stress concentration, fatigue failure is 

simply ~sumed when the crack size becomes greater than the critical crack size, 

aF. That is, the component fails when 

a > ar (2.3.26) 

2.3.4 Definition of Quasi-Static Failure 

In general, a component may experience a ductile or brittle fracture. It 

is assumed herein that the minimum of the two strengths represents the ultimate 

strength. The following sections will discuss both failure modes. 

Brittle fracture failure in a member is assumed to occur when the instanta

neous load (the extreme stress Q, or the separation shock stress Qs), produces a 

stress intensity factor which exceeds the fracture toughness Kc in any joint of that 

member. 

Q (or Qs) > RUB (2.3.27) 



where 

where 

Kc 
RUB - Y(a)vrn 

RUB = ultimate strength relative to brittle fracture 

a = crack size 

Y(a) = geometry factor 

Kc = fracture toughness 
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(2.3.28) 

Clearly, as the fatigue crack size increases (fatigue-weakened structure), the prob

ability of brittle failure is increased. 

It is assumed that the fracture toughness is a random variable to account for 

uncertainties in material behavior. 

Ductile Fracture Failure in a member is assumed to occur when the extreme 

stress Q, or separation shock stress Qs, exceeds the ultimate strength of that mem

ber. 

Q (or Qs) > RUD (2.3.29) 

where 

RUD -
(net section area) 

Ru 
(2.3.30) 

where 

Ru = ultimate tensile strength of the material 

It is assumed that the ultimate strength of the entire member is a random 

variable, and it will account for all of the strength uncertainties. 

Shown in Fig. 2.14 is "flawed structure", i.e., a plate having a crack. The 

ultimate strength of the structure depends upon the failure mode 

where 

RUD -

RUB -

R'u = min(RuB' RUD) 

Ru 
t(W - 2a) 

Kc 
Yvrn 

(Ductile Fracture) 

(Brittle Fracture) 

------- ------------ -------

(2.3.31) 

(2.3.32) 

(2.3.33) 
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w 
Crack Length, 2a (in) 

Fig. 2.14 Residual Strength of Cracked Member 
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In general Y will be a function of a, but is assumed to be constant in Fig. 2.14. 

2.4 Inspection 

2.4.1 General Comments 

A method for reducing the risk of failure of a fatigue sensitive structural 

system is to require a maintenance program of periodic inspection and repair. The 

inspection strategy to detect growing fatigue cracks is to concentrate on regions 

identified as "critical" through some form of dynamic/structural analysis combined 

with a stress concentration factor assessment. The purpose of inspection is to 

monitor the quality and integrity of the structure. 

Non-destructive inspection (NDI) provides the fundamental data for analysis 

and the justification for remedial (i.e., repair or replacement) actions. However, NDI 

can be expensive and difficult to execute. FUrthermore, NDI techniques are by no 

means perfect. The techniques of inspection have certain limitations and it has to 

be recognized that an inadequate fabrication procedure could be prone to defects 

which may not be rescued by inspection. It is therefore ~esirable to establish the 

reliability of the inspection techniques so that the inspection results can be utilized 

more effectively. In the following a brief discussion of some of the present NDI 

methods is provided: 

1. Visual examination is easy to use, but its accuracy is usually the worst. With 

visual examination geometrical stress concentrations, undesirable surfaces 

irregularities associated with welding and some other defects can be detected 

in addition, of course, to a crack of a reasonable size. 

2. Magnetic particle inspection used only for ferro-magnetic materials; surfaces 

must be clean. 

3. Dye penetrant inspection must be used for non-porous materials; surfaces 

must be clean. 

4. Eddy current inspection can be used to detect small surface-breaking defects 

(i.e., cracks) provided the surface is clean and smooth. 

----------------------------------------__________________________ =,~-~··==~==~=--=c=_~_=_=.~ 
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5. Ultrasonic inspection can detect not only small surface cracks which are not 

visible to the naked eye but also other internal defects. 

6. Radiography (X-ray) probabily the best meth~d to detect cracks, but the 

cost is likely to be much more than other methods. 

2.4.2 Accuracy of Detection 

Current NDI evaluation techniques are not capable of repeatedly producing 

correct indications when applied to flaws of the same length. There are two major 

possible errors that can occur in any inspection situation: failure to give a positive 

indication when a significant crack exists (Type I error), and the giving of a positive 

indication of the existence of a crack when none exists (Type II error). This is 

sometimes called a "false positive". Type I errors occur for a variety of reasons: 

(1) Hwnan errors by inspector. 

(2) Equipment malfunctions. 

(3) Environmental conditions (e.g., underwater). 

(4) Structure geometry limitations (e.g., complex structural geometry). 

(5) The defects can be too shallow for the technique applied. 

(6) Unusual crack characteristics. 

(7) The cracks occur in places which are hard to inspect. 

A Type I error allows the components containing a crack to return to service, 

thus greatly increasing the potential safety hazard. For a given NDE system, the 

Type I error can be made as small as possible, by choosing good inspection method 

which can detect small crack with high probability. 

A Type II error rejects good components and therefore has an adverse effect 

on the cost of replacement and the life cycle cost. For a given NDE system with 

a single inspection, it is impossible to reduce the Type II error without increasing 

the Type I error, and vice versa. 

It is possible to develop a strategy to reduce both types of error. Yang 

et. al. (1982) proposed using multi-inspection strategies to reduce both errors. 
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Probability of detection (POD) curves for cracks of a given length have been 

used to quantify the uncertainties of inspection and to describe the capability of 

a partidar NDE system in a given environment. Some POD curves are shown in 

Figure 2.15. An appropriate POD curve for the FRM process needs to be defined. 

2.4.3 Summary 

In order to enhance the reliability of a structure, an appropriate inspection 

strategy is important. In this research, the following assumptions are made for the 

inspection process: 

(1) Any number of inspections can be specified. At inspection, the chances of 

finding a crack obviously increase as the crack size increases. 

(2) The time interval between inspections is arbitrary. 

(3) Pre-installation inspection can be performed. 

(4) The pre-installation POD curve will be different from the in-service POD 

curve. 

2.5 Repair Strategy 

If a crack is found during inspection, the joint may be repaired or left as 

IS. It is considered to be economically unfeasible to repair small cracks which are 

judged to be benign. Thus a threshold level aRE for repair is defined. The rule used 

herein, 

Repair if 

No repair if (2.5.1) 

In order to estabilish the value of aRE, one must have a sense of the remaining 

life. Following is a summary of basic assumptions used in this study for repair and 

replacement strategies: 

(1) Repair will be performed on any detected cracks which exceed the threshold 

crack depth aRE. 
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(2) Replacement will be performed immediately for member failure in a redun

dant system which has not failed. 

(3) After repair, the strength of the component will, in practice, be different 

from the initial member. However, for simplicity, the repaired member will 

be assumed to be like new. 

2.6 Economic Value Analysis 

Ultimately, the goal of design is to specify an optimum design, inspection and 

repair strategy which will have minimum total expected lifetime costs. Ignoring the 

time value of money, a simple model for the total expected cost is 

where 

Co = Initial Cost. 

PC = Probability of Failure. 

CF = Cost of Failure. 

CIO = Cost of Pre-installation Inspection. 

CRO = Cost of Pre-installation Repair. 

N RO = Number of Repairs before installation. 

I = N wnber of In-service Inspections. 

CI = Cost of In-service Inspections. 

CRM = Cost of Replacements. 

N RM = Number of Replacements. 

CRS = Cost of Scheduled In-service Inspection. 

NRS = Nwnber of Repairs From Scheduled Inspection. 

(2.6.1) 

This section is given for reference only. There will be no consideration of 

economics herein. 
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2.7 Reliability Analysis 

That the FRM process is complicated is illustrated in Fig. 2.16 for just a 

single component. The process for a component is essentially a first passage prob

lem. Clearly the complexity of the problem increases enormously when a structural 

system of components is considered. In general, time to failure T can be expressed 

as 

T = T[X, b(Y,I), YJ (2.7.1) 

where 

X = random vector of design factors which describe the loading and the original 

structure 

b = a random function which describes the outcome of binary events: (a) inspec

tion and possible repair, and (b) occurrence of extreme load 

Y = random vector of strengths of repaired or replaced members. The size of this 

vector is not known at time t = O. 

Y = random vector of design factors which influence b. Y will be a subset of X 

and y. 
I = number of inspections. 

The event of failure is the event that T is less than the service life Ts, thus 

the limit state function can be written as 

g = Ts - T[X, bey, I), YJ (2.7.2) 

The probability of failure over the service life, as predicted prior to service is, 

Pr = P[g ~ OJ (2.7.3) 

In addition to estimating Pr, more detailed information about the process may 

be required. This could include (1) the density function and the corresponding 

cumulative density function of T, (2) the failure rate (hazard) function of T, (3) 

the reliability function of T, (4) the conditional reliability function given survival 

of the structure to time T, (5) the mean life T to failure, (6) the rate, as a function 

I. 
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of time, of repair of cracked and failed members, and (7) rate of occurrence, as a 

function of time of the various failure modes. An illustration of these functions for 

a structure having two equally spaced inspections is provided in Fig. 2.17. General 

comments on these functions are the following: 

Probability Density Function (PDF): Consider a continuous random vari

able T. In this work, T will denote time to system failure. Define the probability 

density function (pdf) fT( t) by the probability statement, 

P(a~T~b) = lbfT(t)dt (2.7.4) 

fT( t) satisfies the following conditions: 

1. fT(t) ~ 0 for all t 

2. J~oo fT(t) dt = 1 

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF): The cumulative distribution 

function of the random variable T is denoted as FT and defined as 

(2.7.5) 

Reliability Function: Typically, however, the probability of failure of a sys

tem or component is a function of operating or exposure time; so that the reliability 

may be expressed in terms of the distribution function FT of the variable T, the 

random time to failure. The reliability function RT which is the probability that 

the system will still be operational at time t (as predicted at the beginning of the 

process) is given by 

(2.7.6) 

If the density function fT of the time to failure is known then RT may be expressed 

as 

(2.7.7) 
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Probability of Failure: The probability of failure, as predicted at the begin

ning of life, is 

(2.7.8) 

where Ts is the service life. 

Expected Life: A further property of a system or component which is of 

interest is the expected life or the expected time for which the system or component 

can be expected to operate satisfactorily. This is given by 

(2.7.9) 

Failure Rates and Hazard Functions: Also of interest is a knowledge of how 

the rate of failure changes with time 

(2.7.10) 

The probability that a system or component, which has already survived for 

a period of time t, will fail in the next small interval of time dt is thus simply h( t )dt. 

Note that this probability is not fT(t)dt. 

The hazard function indicates whether a system or component becomes pro

gressively more or less likely to fail per unit time as time progresses. If it becomes 

progressively more likely to fail then clearly action should be taken to replace the 

component or system at some stage or to minimize the consequences of failure. 

Conditional Reliability: Given that a component or system has already 

survived to time r, the probability of survival for service life Ts can be computed. 

This reliability is a conditional reliability; i.e., conditional on having survived to 

time r. The conditional reliability function can be described as follows. First write 

conditional reliability as a conditional probability statement 

P[(T > T ) I (T > r)] = P[(T ~ Ts) n (T > r)] 
- 5 - peT ~ r) 

(2.7.11) 

where Ts > r. Note that 

P[(T ~ Ts) n (T > r)J - peT ~ Ts) (2.7.12) 

" 
,,--- - ,,..:... ) 



Thus Eq. 2.7.12 can be written as, 

P[(T ;::: Ts) I (T ;::: r)] _ peT ;::: Ts) 
peT ;::: r) 
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(2.7.13) 

These probabilities can be interpreted as reliabilities. The reliability at Ts given 

survival to r is, 

(2.7.14) 

The Repair Rate of Cracked and Failed Members: As shown in Fig. 2.17, 

the repair rates for cracks found during scheduled inspections and repair rates for 

failed members are different. Clearly, these values depend on several factors, e.g., 

number of inspections, repair decision aRE and repair methods, etc .. 

The Rate of Occurrence for Various Failure Modes: As stated in Section 

2.3, this study considers fatigue and fracture failure modes. The rate of occur

rence for various failure modes is dependent on many factors, e.g., distribution of 

crack initiation, crack propagation and modeling error, etc .. 

2.8 Summary of FRM Model 

A brief summary for this model is as follows: 

1. The structural system is a parallel/series system. There are M parallel mem

bers and each member contains J joints. The system fails when all M mem

bers fail. 

2. The system is subjected to time varing loads. For analysis purposes, the 

loading is modeled as a constant amplitude fatigue loading and an extreme 

load. In redundant structures, impulsive (or separation) stress occurs when 

one or more members fail. 

3. Fatigue and fracture failure are principal failure modes for this systems. For 

fatigue failure, both crack initiation and crack propagation models are con

sidered. For fracture failure, both ductile and brittle failures are considered. 

------------------------------.~'".~- ._========= 
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4. Inspection performance is defined by a POD for all inspection types. The 

time interval between any two inspections is arbitrary. Pre-installation in

spection is not considered in this study. 

5. Repair will be performed immediately for any failed member (fatigue or 

fracture). Assume that the repair method is of "high quality", so that af

ter repair, the member is renewed. For a growing fatigue crack, the repair 

decision is based on the crack length exceeding a fixed value. 

The FRM process, as described above, is a complicated random process (see 

Fig. 2.16). Developing an efficient solution strategy to analyze this process is a 

major goal of this dissertation, and is the topic of Chapter 3. 

___________ L 



CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS STRATEGY FOR THE FRM PROCESS 

3.1 A Description of the Problem and 

Comments on a Solution Strategy 
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The objective of this chapter is to present and discuss available methods for 

analyzing the FRM process as defined in Chapter 2. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 

the time to failure T of the system can be expressed as 

T = T[~, b(Y, I), YJ (2.7.1) 

The event of failure is the event that T is less than the service life, T s. 

Failure = T < Ts , thus the limit state function can be written as 

g = Ts - T[~, b(Y, I), YJ (2.7.2) 

The probability of failure over the service life, as predicted prior to service is, 

Pc = P[g :5 0] (2.7.3) 

Recently developed analytical and simulation methods for structural relia

bility analysis require that the response variable T or the limit state function g be 

a continuous function of the random design factors, i.e., given the design factors, 

there would be a unique value of T. First and second order reliability methods 

(FORM/SORM) as well as several of the new simulation methods, summarized 

in Appendix B, have a fundamental requirement that the response variable be a 

continuous function. But in this problem, both T and g will be discrete random 

functions. Illustrated in Fig. 3.1 is a simple example to show how T depends on 

binary events of (a) detecting and repairing a crack or (b) failure by the extreme 

load. 
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Fig. 3.1h Binary Event for Extreme Load 

Fig. 3.1 Illustration for Discrete Limit State Function 
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The example of Fig. 3.1a illustrates the binary event of inspection and repair 

of a fatigue crack. In this case, time to failure T for a component depends upon 

"the flip of a coin" at each inspection. The binary event of inspection, is the event 

of detection or non-detection. After a crack has been detected and a decision 

made to repair, the action of repair is assumed equal to replacement (see Section 

2.5). The occurrence of the extreme load results in a binary failure event as shown 

in Fig. 3.1b, i.e., a component either fails or doesn't fail. A key point is that 

upon repair/replacement, random variables representing the renewed component 

are added to the process. Thus the number of random variables in the process is a 

random variable itself. 

With minimum programming, conventional Monte Carlo simulation can pro

vide approximate solutions to problems lacking a unique explicit limit state function, 

and simulation seems to be the only viable choice for solving the FRM process. But 

because of the problem of estimating small probabilities of failure, the Monte Carlo 

method may be limited by constraints of economy and computer capacity. More 

detailed discussion of this issue is provided in Appendix A. 

Moreover, for the FRM process the number of variables can be large. Con

sider an example system having 4 members and each member contains 8 joints; 

there is a total of 32 joints. The total number of random variables NRAN will be at 

least 

NRAN - 1 (for modeling error B) 

+ 8 (two for each member, Ru and Kc) 

+ 64 (two for each joint, AI and C) 

+ NNew (3.1.1) 

where NNew represents the total number of variables that are sampled after repair 

or replacement, i.e., sample AI and C for renewed joint and sample Ru and Kc 

for each replaced member. NNew is itself a random variable. This NNew value 

depends on many factors, e.g., inspections, repair, stress, strength and redundancy, 

-------------- -----------
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etc .. Among these the most important factor for NNew is redundancy. For a single 

element, NNew will equal to zero for the no inspections case. 

The reliability of a parallel/series maintained system is essentially a problem 

involving multiple modes of failure. Failures of different components, or different 

sets of components constitute distinct and different failure modes of the system. 

The consideration of multiple modes of failure, therefore, is fundamental to the 

problem of system reliability. But the identification of the individual failure modes 

and the evaluation of the respective failure probabilities for this FRM process would 

be extremely difficult. 

To summarize the above discussion, aspects of the FRM process which com

plicate the reliability analysis include the following: 

(1) No unique limit state function of the system is available, because of the 

binary inspection/repair and extreme load events. 

(2) The probability of a failure event is expected to be small. 

(3) There will be a large number of random variables,· .. and there is uncertainty 

in the total number. 

( 4) T~ere will be multiple failure modes which are not easy to define. 

3.2 Comments on an Analytical Solution 

An analytical approach to the fatigue/fracture reliability inspection process 

using FORM (first-order reliability methods) or more advanced SORM (second

order reliability methods) has been developed by Madsen et. ale (1986, 1987) and 

has been summarized in Section 1.4. A more detailed summary of its advantages 

and disadvantges with particular emphasis on accuracy and efficiency follows: 

Advantages of analysis are: 

(1) Generally computer times are reasonable, even for problems of large dimen-

slons. 

(2) For a linear limit state function and normal basic variables, (FORM/SORM) 

methods are exact. 

L 
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Disadvantages of analysis are: 

(1) It is impossible to estimate the errors in Pc resulting from approximation 

(particularly if FORM is used). 

(2) There may be a significant increase in error with increasing dimensions of 

the problem. 

(3) It appears that it would be most difficult to incorporate the event of occur

rence of the extreme load into the analysis. 

( 4) It is not clear how an analytical method could be extended to solve the 

redundant structure problem. 

(5) An analytical approach would be most difficult for any but the simplest 

repair strategies. 

Therefore, it appears that the analytical-numerical method would be difficult 

to execute for the FRM process. The FRM process defined in Chapter 2 is far more 

complicated than the systems studied by Madsen, et al.. Thus it appears that "last 

resort" simulation methods may have to be employed to obtain solutions to the 

FRM process. 

3.3 Comments on a Monte Carlo Solution 

In general, it would be expected that an advanced reliability analytical 

method would produce the most efficient solution. However, for the FRM pro

cess, Monte Carlo simulation looks attractive relative to the analytical approach 

because of the complexity of the process. Specific advantages of using simulation 

for the FRM process are 

(1) Complex crack growth and fracture processes can be accommodated. 

(2) All issues of dependency, e.g., construction of distribution of post-inspection 

crack sizes, are automatically avoided. 

(3) There are many possibilities and options with respect to inspection and repair 

strategies that can easily be treated. 

(4) All the failure modes, e.g., fracture from the extreme load, can easily be 

treated. 

, J. 
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(5) It is flexible in that almost any probability question can be answered quickly 

with a minimum of programming. 

(6) Monte Carlo is easily written and verified. 

(7) It can be employed effectively to get a physical feeling for the fatigue

inspection process. 

(8) Complicated redundant structures can be considered. 

But there are critical issues relative to the efficiency of a Monte Carlo com

puter program for this process that need to be considered: 

(1) For a complex crack growth model, the cost of just one computation of 

crack length a, given cycle life N, may be "large". The cost of 104 or more 

simulations may be excessive. 

(2) For conventional Monte Carlo, the probability of failure is estimated be sim

ulating a large number of systems and computing the percentage which fail. 

Due to the small failure prob~bility expected in well designed structure, rela

tively "large" sample sizes may be necessary to obtain a required confidence 

level on reliability. See Appendix A for more detailed discussion. 

Conventional Monte Carlo, while capable of addressing all of the analysis 

goals for the FRM process, may not be generally feasible because of large sample 

sizes required to estimate the small probabilities of failure anticipated. To avoid 

such large sample sizes, a number of methods are available, e.g., a variance reduction 

technique may be applied [Rubinstein (1981), Ang and Tang (1984)]. Application 

of variance reduction methods within structural reliability analysis has been re

viewed, e.g., by Augusti et al. (1984) and Schueller and Stix (1987). A particularly 

efficient technique is importance sampling, which has been the subject of several 

reported studies such as Shinozuka (1983), Harbitz (1983, 1986), Melchers (1984), 

and Hohenbichler and Rachwitz (1988). Based on the concept of importance sam

pling, other methods such as directional sampling [Bjerager (1988), Ditlevsen and 

Bjerager (1989)], adaptive sampling [Bucher (1988)] have been proposed. The use 

of these efficient sampling methods to provide accurate reliability estimates with 

reasonably low computational efforts is of current interest. A summary of these 
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methods include importance sampling method, Harbitz method, directional sam

pling method, adaptive sampling method and most probable point locus method 

are summarized in Appendix B. 

3.4 Proposed Methods of Analysis 

None of the advanced reliability methods or the efficient simulation methods 

(see Appendix B) can apply to the FRM process directly, because of the reasons 

described in Section 3.1. Moreover, direct Monte Carlo is not generally a viable 

option because of the small pc's anticipated. The options for an efficient analy

sis strategy are limited, but there are some possibilities. In this dissertation, the 

following methods are proposed. 

(1) The CDF extrapolation method. 

(2) The inflated stress extrapolation (ISE) method. 

(3) The extrapolation method used to extend "small" system results to a "large" 

system 

(4) A hybrid method combining a modified inportance sampling method with 

the method described in (2) and (3) above. 

Next, each method will be described, an illustration will be given in which 

the performance is quantified, and summary comments with regard to the procedure 

will be provided. 

3.4.1 The CDF Extrapolation Method 

The CDF extrapolation method involves the following steps. An estimate of 

the CDF of T is first obtai~ed by simulating failures which typically occur beyond 

Ts for a well designed system. Because the structure will have a small probability 

of failure in Ts, the first passage (or failure) time T will be typically large compared 

to Ts. Then the CDF is back-extrapolated to Ts. Because it will be assumed that 

the structure will not be maintained for T > Ts, the time to failure beyond Ts 

should be relatively short. 

----- ----------------------------------------- -- --------
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The proposed method is simple in concept. A sample of Tj, i = 1, K is ob

tained by simulation. The empirical CDF is constructed, and is back-extrapolated 

to Ts to provide an estimate of Pc. The following are the detailed steps for this 

method: 

1. The simulation program is coded to compute the time to failure for an un-

maintained structure after T > Ts. 

2. Simulate K structures to obtain random sample of T, Ti, i - 1. K. 

3. Sort Tj to obtain an ordered sample T(j); i = 1, K 

4. Apply the Hazen formula to calculate the corresponding empirical CDF val-

ues. 
Fj = (i - 0.5) 

K 
i = I,K 

where Fj represents the empirical CDF corresponding to T(i). 

5. The CDF is expressed in tenns of safety index, f3 

(3.4.1) 

(3.4.2) 

This substitution is done just as a matter of numerical convenience as f3 will 

range from roughly 0 to 5. 

6. A least squares program is used to fit a polynomial to the data for Tj > Ts. 

The service failures (T < Ts) are ignored in the polynomial fit. 

(3.4.3) 

where q represents the number of coefficients used in the polynomial. Usually 

this number is chosen for the smallest mean square error for reasonable values 

ofq. 

7. From the least squares curve, compute f3Ts, the value of f3 at Ts. Calculate 

the probability of failure 

(3.4.4) 

Example 3.1 

This example was used to estimate the efficiency of this method. Consider 

the data given in Table 3.1. The goal is to apply CDF extrapolation method to 



Table 3.1 Data for the CDF Extrapolation Method 

Number of members, M = 2 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, 'Y = 19.2 
Pseudo area, ..\ = 0.052 
Number of inspections, I = 1 
Algorithm for inspection spacing; equally interval 
Mean stress, SM = 1.0 ksi (6.88 MPa) 
Assume no mean stress effect 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name Value 
Service life, N s cycle 1011 
Paris exponent, m 3.0 
Geometry factor, Yea) 1.12 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 1.0 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 6.88(1.) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) .679( .0986) 
Initial crack size, 8.0 mm(in) 0.5(0.02) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 25.4(10) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 5.08(0.2) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 13.76(2.) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. Medianb 

Stress modeling error, B Log.a 1.0 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 1E-lll 5.2E-1O) 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 7.9E9( 1.15E9) 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 551.8(80.0) 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPaJ"m(ksh/in) Log. 220(200) 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 9.728(1.414) 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 5.635(0.222) 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 
b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.175 
0.51 

c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
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estimate the PC at the time Ts for a specified overload factor = 19.2. The results of 

the CDF extrapolation method for sample sizes of K = 1000 and 5000 are shown in 

Table 3.2. The K = 1000 case was repeated. The CDF plotted in Fig. 3.2 was for K 

= 1000 with one service failure case. It seems clear from Table 3.2 that the solution is 

influenced by the sample size and number of coefficients q used in the polynomial. 

Clearly large sample sizes and more coefficients tend to produce more accurate 

results. Therefore, for a system having a small probability of failure, the sample 

size needs to be increased to obtain reasonable solution. This is demonstrated in 

the results of Table 3.3. 

Summary of the advantages and disadvantages for this method are: 

Bad News: 

1. Unable to demonstrate that process produces accurate Pc estimate with rea

sonably small samples (see Table 3.3). Estimates have to be considered as a 

first approximation. 

2. Cannot construct any of the reliability functions. 

Good News: 

1. Easy to execute 

2. Small sample size K is needed compared to the conventional M-C 

The experience with this single example problem suggests that this method 

has inherent shortcomings. It was decided that no additional studies were justified. 

3.4.2 The Inflated Stress Extrapolation (ISE) Method 

In theory, conventional Monte Carlo can be applied to large and complex 

problems, e.g., the FRM process. However, Monte Carlo is limited by the con

straints of economy and computer capacity. As stated above an enormously "large" 

sample size to produce acceptable confidence intervals on small point probabilities 

is required. But if probability of failure is relatively high much smaller sample sizes 

can be employed. The basis of inflated stress extrapolation method is to perform 

simulation at stress levels large enough to cause a significant fraction of failures, 



Table 3.2 Safety Index as Predicted by the 
CDF Extrapolation Method Results; an Example 

Safety index estimated from Monte Carlo = 3.10 

Number of Simulations 

q K = 1000a K = 1000b K = 5000c 

3 3.150 2.771 2.914 

4 3.403 3.026 3.129 

5d 3.405 3.016 3.117 

a This case without any service failure from 1000 structure simulations 

b This case has only one service failure from 1000 structure simulations 

c This case has only one service failure from 5000 structure simulations 

d The smallest mean square error case 

93 
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Table 3.3 Safety Index as Predicted by the 
CDF Extrapolation Method Results; Examples 

Case 1: overload factor = 23.1 
Safety index estimated from Monte Carlo = 2.15 

Number of Simulations 

q K = 1000 

3 2.290 

4 2.251 

Case 2: overload factor = 15.68 
Safety index estimated from Monte Carlo = 4.0 

Number of Simulations 

q K = 2000 K = 5000 

4 3.478 3.9409 

Case 3: overload factor = 12.97 
Safety index estimated from Monte Carlo = 5.10 

Number of Simulations 

q K = 10000 

4 5.28 

95 
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say 10 to 50 % confidence intervals. Then it would be expected that Pc will be 

relatively small. This simulation is performmed at different relatively high stress 

levels to obtain PC as a function of stress level in a limited range. The relationship 

is then extrapolated to the stress of interest, typically a lower stress. 

Confidence intervals for the ISE method presented above play an important 

role. In order to demonstrate the relationship between stress, sample size, and 

confidence intervals consider the following (more detailed discussion see Appendix 

A and References [Hines and Montegomery (1980), Wirsching et. al. (1987)] 

1. Monte Carlo simulation results can be considered as a sequence of K Bernoulli 

trials. Let Yj = 1 if failure and Yj = 0 if non-failure. Let Y be a random 

variable having a Bernoulli distribution 

P(Y = 1) = Pc, P(Y - 0) - (1 - pc) 

2. The maximum likelihood estimate of pis, 

f> = 

where E Yj = the number of failures. 

EYj 

K 

(3.4.5) 

(3.4.6) 

3. By the central limit theorem, the point probability estimate f> of Pc will ap

proach a normal distribution as K approaches infinity. Assuming large K, 

approximate confidence intervals for Pc are constructed using normal distri

bution mathematics. 

[ Vf>(I- p) ~ VP(1 - p) 1 P p - Zt K ~ Pc ~ P + Zt K = 1 - a (3.4.7) 

The probability that Pc will be bounded by the lower and upper limit is 

1 - a, where a is the confidence coefficient. Za!2 is the standard normal 

variate corresponding to a/2. Eq. 3.4.7 can be written as, 

p(1 - v) ~ Pc ~ p(1 + v) (3.4.8) 

where 

(3.4.9) 
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v is the error fraction. From Eq. 3.4.9, the required sample size for a given 

error fraction can be written as 

K = [
Z.Q.] 2 
V ~ P (1. - P) (3.4.10) 

To illustrate the sample size as a function of probability level, consider a 

simple case which required an estimate of Pc for v = ± 10 % and 90% confidence 

interval. Using Eq. 3.4.lO, the sample size can be calculated. For p = Pc = 0.5 

case, the sample size would be only 270. But for p = Pc = 0.001, the sample 

size would have to be 270,000. Clearly a much larger sample is required for a small 

estimated probability at the same confidence level. Therefore, for the inflated stress 

level where pfs are larger, the sample size can be much smaller. 

Consider the concept of inflated stress for the system. An overload factor, I 

is defined as 
inflated stress 

I = actual stress 

and the corresponding "pseudo-area", >. 

>. = 1 
I 

(3.4.11) 

(3.4.12) 

where typically I ~ 1. and >. ~ 1.. This factor is applied to both the extreme load 

and fatigue load. 

Following are the detailed steps for this method: 

1. Perform a simulation at a stress level, I > 1.0, where a relatively large 

fraction of failure (say 20% to 50%) are expected. The sample size K can be 

relatively small because there will be "narrow" confidence bounds on Pc. 

2. Repeat the simulation at different, but at relatively high stress levels. 

3. Plot>. or I vs. (3. 

4. Extrapolate into the low stres~ region as suggested by data points. 

Example 3.2 

Consider a simulation of a system as defined in Table 3.4. The goal is to 

compute Pl at an overload factor equal to 16.41 (pseudo area>. = 0.061). The 
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Table 3.4 Data for Inflated Stress 
Extrapolation Method; Exa~ple 3.2 

Number of members, M = 1 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, 'Y = 16.41 
Pseudo area, A = 0.061 
Number of inspections, 1=0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name Value 
Service life, N s cycle 1011 
Paris exponent, m 3.0 
Geometry factor, Yea) 1.12 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 1.0 
Largest stress range, So MPa(ksi) 6.88(1.) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) .679f·0986) 
Initial crack size, ao mm{in) 0.5(0.02) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 25.4(10) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 2.54(0.1) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 6.88{1.) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. Medianb COVe 
Stress modeling error, B Log.a 1.0 0.2 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit{ksi) Log. 1Fr11{5.2E-1O) 0.63 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 7.9E9(1.15E9) 0.63 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 551.8(80.0) 0.08 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPaJiii(ksiv'in) Log. 220(200) 0.15 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 2.27( .3299) 0.60 
POD curve mm{in) Log. 3.302(0.13) 0.56 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 
b. For lognormal dietribution inputs median, others input mean. 
c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 

------------------------------------------,--
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results are shown in Fig. 3.3 where f3 is plotted versus In).. Points A, B, C, D and F 

at higher stress levels are obtained from simulations of K = 1000. The dashed line 

extrapolation is an "eyeball" fit. At 'Y = 16.41, f3 is estimated as 2.77. The point 

estimate of f3 obtained by a conventional Monte Carlo simulation of K = 30,000 is 

2.99. The extrapolated solution deviates from the M-C solution by 7.5%. 

Example 3.3 

This example was presented in a paper propose by Wirsching et al. (1989). 

The goal is to compute the PC for a three element series system. The data will not 

be presented here, but the results for this example are shown in Fig. 3.4. Points 

A, B and C at higher stress levels are obtained from simulations of K = 1000. The 

dashed curve is an "eyeball" extrapolation. At Se = 3.85, it is estimated that f3 
= 2.45. The point estimate value is bounded by the 90% confidence intervals, as 

shown. Estimates at Se = 3.85 as well as Se = 5.0 and 4.0 (points D and E), clearly 

show that linear extrapolation seems to produce reasonable estimate of Pc. 

From these two examples shown, the safety index and In). seem to have a 

linear relationship. This is a fortunate result for ISE. Note from the data set shown 

in Table 3.4, that all the variables have lognormal distribution. In order to check if 

other distributions would produce this linear relationship, the following example is 

provided. 

Example 3.4 

Consider the system of Example 3.2 (Table 3.4) except that the distribution 

of random variables are changed, as shown in Table 3.5. The purpose is to check if 

there is a linear relationship suggested between the safety index and In). for other 

distributions of the variable. The results are shown in Fig. 3.5. Points A, B, C, 

D and F at higher stress levels are obtained from simulations of K = 1000. The 

dashed line extrapolation is an "eyeball" fit. From the dashed line shown that the 

relationship seems to have a linear relationship. To check the accuracy, at 'Y = 
16.91, f3 is estimated as 2.50. The point estimate of f3 obtained by a conventional 

Monte Carlo simulation of K = 30,000 is 2.67. The extrapolation deviate from the 

M-C solution by 6.8%. 
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Table 3.5 Data for Inflated Stress 
Extrapolation Method; Example 3.4 

Number of members, M = 1 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, I = 10. 
Pseudo area, ,\ = 0.1 
Number of inspections, 1=0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name Value 
Service life, N 5 cycle lOti 

Paris exponent, m 3.0 
Geometry factor, Yea) 1.12 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 1.0 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 6.88 1.) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) .679( .0986) 
Initial crack size, Ro mm(in) 0.5JO.02) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 25.4( 10) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 2.54( 0.1) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 6.88( 1.) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. Meand COVe 
Stress modeling error, B EVD& 1.0 0.2 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Wei. b 1.2E-ll(6.2E-10) 0.63 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit (ksi ) Wei. 9.35E9( 1.36E9) 0.63 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Wei. 553.6(80.3) 0.08 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPav'ffi(ksiv'ln) Wei. 222.5(202.2) 0.15 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log.c 2.27( .3299) 0.60 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 3.302(0.13) 0.56 

a. EVD = extreme value distribution 
b. Wei. = Weibull distribution 
c. Log. = Lognormal distribution 
d. For logno~al distribution inputs median, others input mean 
e. Input COV for all ~stributions here 
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This example proves nothing, but it does suggest that the linear f3 vs. In.x 

relationship may be robust relative to the choice of distribution for the random 

design factors. 

A brief summary of the advantages and disadvantages for the ISE method. 

Bad News: 

1. Extrapolation over a long distance can produce very significant errors. 

2. None of the reliability functions can be estimated at the stress level required. 

Good N~ws: 

1. Small sample sizes can be employed to obtain an estimate of the probability 

of failure. 

2. In all of the examples considered , there appears to be a linear relationship 

between f3 and In.x (or In 1'). No explanation for this relationship can be 

offered. 

3.4.3 Extrapolation Method Applied to Large Systems 

Differences between a small and large system are arbitrary, but for this study, 

a system having more than 64 joints is considered large. Simulation of a large system 

is expensive, even at inflated stress levels. An effective but approximate solution is 

possible by extrapolating small system size results to large systems. 

The following are the detailed steps for this case: 

1. Perform a simulation for a "small" system, where the number of random 

variabes are relativly small compare to large system at the specified overload 

factor. 

2. Repeat the simulation for different small system sizes. For each case, deter

mine the safety index f3. 
3. Plot number of joints vs. f3. 
4. Extrapolate from the small to the large system size as suggested by data 

points 

Example 3.5 
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Consider the same example used to illustrate the small system; but now 

extend the system to a large series system of one member and 64 joints. The 

system is defined in Table 3.6. The goal is to compute PC at pseudo area ..\ = 0.06 

("y = 16.67). For this large series system, first perform simulations for smaller 

systems of J = 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 at inflated stress levels. These results are plotted 

in Fig. 3.6. Then find the safety index at specified overload factor ..\ = 0.06. The 

number of joints J vs. safety index (3 are plotted in Fig. 3.7. Points A, B, C, D 

and F represent the data points obtained from small system. The dashed line is an 

"eyeball" extrapolation. For J = 64, the safety index is estimated to be 0.84. 

Limitation: 

It has been demonstrated by this author in other examples that this overload 

extrapolation to large systems scheme can produce reasonably accurate estimates of 

Pc. It is a fortunate circumstance that (3 appeared to have a linear relationship to ..\ 

and log J in Fig. 3.7. We cannot provide a fundamental theoretical explanation for 

this behavior. But extrapolation does provide a relatively efficient but approximate 

solution. Errors are difficult to quantify and this method should be considered 

to provide only a rough first approximation. Moreover, the method also fails to 

capture the details of the FRM process, i.e., the reliability functions. 

3.4.4 The "Hybrid" Method 

The methods presented above have significant limitations. A "hybrid" 

method combining a modified importance sampling (MIS) with the inflated stress 

extrapolation is proposed as an efficient solution method for the FRM process. 

The inflated stress extrapolation (ISE) method has been discussed in Section 

3.4.2. As a result, this method provides "low cost" estimate of pc having "ques

tionable" accuracy. A modified importance sampling (MIS) method is proposed to 

improve this estimate. Detailed explanation of the rationale and operation of the 

MIS method is as follows: 

1. The importance sampling method requires an estimate of the safety index (3 

to increase the efficiency [Schueller and Stix (1987), Ibrahim and Cornell 

,'~~----

__________ J_ 



Table 3.6 Data Used in Example 3,5 

Number of members, M = 1 
Number of joints, J = 64 
Overload factor, 'Y = 16.67 
Pseudo area, .x = 0.06 
Number of inspections, 1=0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Detenninistic Variable 

Variable Name 
Service life, Ns cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry factor, Yea) 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa.(ksi) 
Initial crack size, Ro mm(in) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondetenninistic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.& 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPavm(ksiv'in) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm{in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 

Value 
108 

3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.88 1.) 
.6791 .0986) 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4(10) 
2.54( 0.1) 
6.88( 1.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
1E-ll(5.2E-10) 
7.9E9(1.15E9) 
551.8(80.0) 
220(200) 
2.27(.3299) 
3.302(0.13) 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.60 
0.56 

b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 

------------ ---
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(1988)]. The ISE method can be employed to obtain a reasonable estimate 

of f3 for a small amount of CPU time. Meanwhile, the ISE cannot provide 

accurate solutions when the stress level is small. Therefore, the main purpose 

for using the MIS method is to obtain an accurate solution at small stress 

level (one or more points) and use the solution to improve the extrapolation 

of the ISE method, i.e., to anchor the f3 vs. In..\ curve in the low stress region. 

2. The lack of uniqueness of the g function, resulting from binary events and the 

large number of random variables are reasons for not fully implementing the 

importance sampling method as described in the recent literature [Ibrahim 

and Cornell (1988), FU and Moses (1988)]. Another operational problem is 

that the FRM process does not have a specific number of random variables as 

discussed earlier, i.e., every repaired member generate new random variables 

representing the strength of renewed members. For a large structural system, 

the actual number of random variables might be extremely large. Therefore, 

the modified importance sampling method must consider such requirements. 

3. For the FRM process as defined, the stress modeling error B is the only 

variable that is sampled only once for each simulation. Therefore, the only 

practical hope for employing importance sampling is to control only B. We 

know that small values of B will not cause failure. Define a threshold value 

Bo for B. When we sample B, we want to perform a full simulation only for 

those large values of B greater than Bo which we know have a good chance to 

cause failure. When we sample a small B less than Bo value, we will assume 

immediately that the system survives. 

4. But how is the threshold value Bo chosen? If there were no distributions of 

the strength parameters, one could simply define BISE as shown in Fig. 3.8 

and let Bo equal to BISE or something close to it to account for the uncer

tainty in PISE. But a small value of B may cause failure when a small value 

of strength occurs, i.e., the strength parameters are not constant. Thus we 

need to choose Bo < BISE. But how far should Bo go into order to pick up 

all of the failures? 

I. 
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5. A simple procedure is suggested. Define a special factor (SF) between 

f3IsE (f3 for ISE method) and f3B corresponding to Bo 

SF = (3.4.13) 

Thus, 

(3.4.14) 

From the definition, SF must be a value less than 1. If SF is large, the 

corresponding Bo will be large and close to B1SE (as shown in Fig. 3.8). Such 

situation may involve larger error, because some B values less than Bo may 

produce failure. If SF is small, the corresponding Bo will be small. This 

situation will produce less error, but is also less efficient because there will 

be more non-failed simulations. 

Based on the results from Examples and the general experience of the author, 

SF = 0.01 is recommended for general application. Finally Bo is that value 

corresponding to a probability level of <p( -f3B)' 

6. In order to get one B > Bo, many samples are ignored. For example, if f3B 

= 2.327, 1000 samples are needed to get only one B > Bo. Therefore, an 

efficient sampling technique for B needs to be developed. In this study, an 

efficient sampling procedure proposed by Harbitz (1986) will be used. The 

sampling technique has also been discussed by Wirsching, et al. (1987). By 

using this rejection sampling technique, it is possible to sample B > Bo 

without having to reject many samples of B. More detailed discussion is 

provided in Appendix C. 

7. The safety index f3H by MIS is 

where 

K = the total number of structures simulated 

NF = the total number of structure failures 

(3.4.15) 
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8. The efficiency will increase by using this modified importance sampling (MIS) 

method, because: 

.B.J1 All points of B < Bo are excluded from ~he simulation . 

.a& Use the Harbitz rejection sampling technique to avoid sampling many 

B < Bo. 

The hybrid method utilizes the ISE method to obtain a "first estimate" of (3, 

denoted as (3ISE at some specified "y typically a small stress level (see Eq. 3.4.4). Then 

the MIS technique is employed using the first estimate (3ISE to find the improved 

safety index, (3H. 

Following are the detailed steps for the hybrid method: 

1. Use ISE method to construct the 13 vs. In..\ curve. 

2. Using this curve determine the estimated pseudo area ..\ at (3lsE (arbitrarily 

chosen at a high value, say f3lSE = 4.0). 

3. Determine the threshold Bo (or (3a). 

4. Use MIS method with ,,\ and f3a to determine the coresponding (3H. 

5. If (3H and (3ISE have "acceptable" agreement, then go to step 6. Otherwise, 

let (3ISE=f3H and repeat 4. At this point, the analyst must choose what is an 

acceptable solution. 

6. Use the new f3H to adjust the ISE curve line. The new curve will be the best 

estimate. In effect, f3H anchors the ISE curve in the low stress region. 

7. With this new curve, find the safety index (3 at the specified pseudo area (or 

overload factor). 

To illustrate the hybrid method, two simple examples are used. 

Example 3.6 

Consider a simple series system M = 1 with J = 4 and no inspections as 

defined in Table 3.7. The goal is to find the probability of failure at "Y = 14.05. The 

results are shown in Fig. 3.9. Points A, B, C at higher stress levels are obtained 

from simulations of K = 1000. The dashed curve is an "eyeball" extrapolation as 

the first estimate. With the point D which is obtained from MIS method and the 

-- - --------------



Table 3.7 Data Used in Example 3.6 

Number of members, M = 1 
Number of joints, J = 4 
Overload factor, 'Y = 14.05 
Pseudo area, ,\ = 0.0712 
Number of inspections, I = 0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name 
Service life, N s cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry factor, Yea) 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) 
Initial crack size, ~ mm(in) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.a 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit( ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPav'iii(ksi v'hi) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 

Value 
108 

3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.881 1.) 
.6791 .0986) 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4(10) 
2.54(0.1) 
6.88 1.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
1E-11(5.2E-1O) 
7.9E9(1.15E9) 
551.8(80.0) 
220(200) 
2.27(.3299) 
3.302(0.13) 

b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.60 
0.56 

c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 

-~.------~~~---------. 
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previous three points one can draw another solid line which it is argued, is more 

accurate. At overload factor equals to 14.05, the corresponding f3 =3.0S. The point 

estimate of f3 obtained by a simulation of K = 30000 equals to 3.1. 

Example 3.7 

For the second example, consider a simple parallel/series system with M = 

4 as defined in Table 3.8. Each member has J = 1 joint. There are no inspections. 

The goal is to find the probability of failure at I = 18.05. The results are shown in 

Fig. 3.10. Points D, E, F at higher stress levels are obtained from simulations of K 

= 1000. The dashed curve is an "eyeball" extrapolation. With the point G which 

is obtained from MIS method and previous three points, one can draw another 

solid line representing the "best estimate". At overload factor equals to lS.05. the 

corresponding (3 =3.0. The point estimate of f3 obtained by a simulation of K = 

30000 equals to 3.05. 

The examples illustrate that .the hybrid method can provide reasonable so

lution to estimate point probabilities for the FRM process. 

In addition to the accuracy problem, the efficiency problem is also important. 

For the purpose of comparison, assume v = 0.1 and a = 0.2 (see Section 3.4.2) 

are specified. The sample size for conventional Monte Carlo method would be, 

a For f3 - 3 (pc - 1.4E - 3), the sample size K = 30,000 

b For f3 - 4 (pc - 3.2E - 5), the sample size K = 1.3E6 

c For f3 - 5 (pc - 2.9E - 7), the sample size K = 1.4ES 

These are the sample sizes needed to obtain the best estimate value. 

The hybrid method will use the same criteria used in conventional Monte 

Carlo. For hybrid method, three higher stress point are required in addition to a 

point at (3IsE using the MIS method. The above two examples are used to illustrate 

how much faster this hybrid method is than conventional Monte Carlo. Results are 

shown in Table 3.9. 



Table 3.8 Data Used in Example 3.7 

Number of members, M = 4 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, 'Y = 18.05 
Pseudo area, A = 0.0554 
Number of inspections, 1=0 
Mean stress, SM = 1.5 ksi (10.32 MPa) 

Detenninistic Variable 

Variable N arne 
Service life, N s cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry factor, Yea) 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, Se MPa(ksi) 
Initial crack size, Ro mm(in) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondetenninistic Variable 

Variable N arne Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.a 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPaJiii(ksh/in) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognonnal distribution. 

Value 
108 

3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.88(1.) 
.679( .0986) 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4(10) 
2.54(0.1) 
13.76(2.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
1E-11(5.2E-10) 
7.9E9(1.15E9) 
551.8(80.0) 
220(200) 
9.728(1.414) 
3.302(0.130) 

b. For lognonnal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.175 
0.56 

c. For lognonnal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
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Table 3.9 CPU Time Comparison 

Example 3.6 Example 3.7 

The Method for Solution M=l, J=4 M=4, J=l 

(6 x 3 = 18&) (13.3 x 3 = 40a ) 

CPU Time for using + + 
hybrid method 19b 24b 

= 37 (sec) = 64 (sec) 

CPU Time for using 
M-C to find a point 120 (sec) 180 (sec) 
at safety index = 3. 

CPU Time for using 
M-C to find a point 5000 (estimate) 8000 (estimate) 
at .safety index = 4. 

CPU Time for using 
M-C to find a point 6E5 (estimate) 9E5 (estimate) 
at safety index = 5. 

a CPU seconds for three inflated stress points 
b CPU seconds for one modified importance sampling point 
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A summary of the advantages and disadvantages for this method are: 

Bad News: 

1. Data on the number of repairs and/or replacements may contain some error, 

because the MIS method may ignore small B value for which some (hopefully 

small) repair or replacement are required. Therefore, the economic analysis 

may have some bias. 

Good News: 

1. Moderate efficiency of solution has been achieved. 

2. Reasonable estimate of probability of failure. 

3. Linear f3 vs. ,\ observed. 

4. The time to failure is available for this method, i.e., all the reliability function 

can be estimated. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROGRAM FRM; DATA PREPARATION 

4.1 Introduction: Program FRM 

A model of a fatigue and fracture sensitive structural system was defined 

in Chapter 2. Strategies for obtaining solutions to this model were described in 

Chapter 3. The hybrid method is used in Program FRM, a simulation routine to 

estimate the probability of failure and to provide data for constructing reliability 

functions. A general flow chart of program FRM provided in Fig. 4.1, defines the 

logic and demonstrates a sense of the complexity of the process. The following 

information must be provided as input to FRM. 

1. Design variables to be specified 

A. Deterministic 

1. Number of parallel members, M 

2. Number of joints in each member, J 

3. Number of simulations of the structure, K 

4. Overload factor for stress, 'Y 

5. Service life, N s 

6. Paris exponent, m 

7. Geometry factor, Y(a) 

8. Shape parameter, e (Weibull exponent defining long term distribution 

of stress ranges) 

9. The largest stress range during service life, So 

10. Final failure crack length, ar 

11. Repair decision for crack length, aRE 

12. Extreme load, Q 
13. Number of Inspections, I 

__________ J._ 
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Fig. 4.1 Flow Chart for Simulation of One Structure 

1. Define number of members M, joints J, and inspections I. 
2. Define distribution, and parameters for each random variable. 
3. Choose Hybrid or conventional Monte Carlo method for analysis. 
4. Sample modeling error, B. 
5. Sample ultimate strength and fracture toughness for each member 
6. Define inspection spacing for each interval Tit i = 1, (1+1) 
7. Sample the time, TE when extreme load occurs. , 

Define initial inspection 
interval index, i=1 

j 
Extreme load occurs 
in this interval? 

r--- Hno, JE = 1 
If yes, JE =2 

No Yes 
I Interval width = Ti I Ilnterval width Ti will be separated 

into two subintervals, Til and Ti2 

Y Define a dummy I 
index value, LI = IJ 

~ 
· : Is (i > 1 or LI > 1)?1 

~ No ,Yes 
T = TI, TilorTI2J T = Tl or Til 

~ Sample C and AI 
Calculate crack size in each J 
joint at the end of interval, T 

~ 
Fatigue failure in 

Yes 
1. Compute time when failure occurs 

any joint before the 2. Find largest crack size in remaining members 
end of interval, T? 3. Sample impulsive stress, Qs 

4. Note: ultimate strength and fracture 
toughness ha.ve been sampled 

~ 
Failure due to impulsive 
load in any remaining member? 

No NO~ t Yes 
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, 
/ Recompute impulsive stre88 Yes System 

in remaining. members. 1£ai1s 
Progressive failure 
of all members? 

JNo 
1. Repair all broken members (sample 

C and AI for each joint and sample 
Ru and Kc for each member). 

2. Find crack lengths at the end of 
each interval. 

Is JE lor LI 2? ~No - -
Yes 

1. Extreme stress occurs in this interval 
2. Compute largest crack size for each member 
3. Note: ultimate strength and fracture 

toughness have been sampled. , 
t:'"4 

Compute number of members that - fail·under the extreme stress. 
II Are there any failures? 
t:'"4 - No Yes ~ 
+ Compute impulsive loads ..... 

Yes 'SY8teml in remaining members. 
Progressive failure lfails 

of all members? 
No' 

1. Repair all broken members (sample 
C and AI for each joint and sample 

.--- Ru and Kc for each member). 
2. Find craa lengths at the end of 

each interval. 
No 

'--lIs JE = lor LI = 2?1 
'Yes Repair all joints having IInspect aU the joints. Yes crack size larger than aRE 

Any detectioo? (sample C and AI for each joint). 
No, -,-
IRestore to initial conditionl 

i-i+l No 
l Yes End of service life? System survives J 

Fig. 4.1, Continued 
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14. Algorithm for spacing of inspections 

B. Random 

Following is a list of random design factors 

1. Stress modeling error, B 

2. Paris coefficient, C 

3. Fatigue strength coefficient for crack initiation strength, AI 

4. Ultimate strength, Ru 

5. Fracture toughness, Kc 

6. Impulsive loading, Qs 

7. POD curve 

The distribution of each variable can be one of the following: 

a. Wei bull 

b. Normal 

c. Extreme Value (Type I of maximum) 

d. Lognormal 

e. Frechet 

2. Initial crack length. a., must specified: Two options. 

A. Option = 1. No crack initiation life; must specify 

1. Crack initiation life, AI = 0 

2. Initial crack length, 8.0 = random variable 

B. Option = 2. Includes crack initiation life; AI can be a constant or a random 

variable 

1. Crack initiation life, AI = random variable 

2. Initial crack length, 8.0 = constant value 

3. Reliability analysis (need time to failure data): Two options. 

A. NPCDF = 1 No failure data print out 

B. NPCDF = 0 Print out time to failure data 

4. Analysis method: Two options. 
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A. EFF = 1. Use hybrid method for analysis 

B. EFF = O. Conventional Monte Carlo. 

A demonstration of the performance of the Program FRM is provided. A 

description of a case study follows. Chapter 5 and 6 present solutions to the system 

considered. 

4.2 Definition of the Demonstration Case 

Because the FRM process is relevant to many diverse applications, it is im

possible to produce characteristic or representative models and parameter value. 

Data used in the demonstration case of this dissertation would be reasonable for a 

"large" steel structure subjected to environmental loads, e.g., a marine or automo

tive structure. A summary is provided in the Table 4.1. Commentary on the values 

follows: 

4.2.1 Loading in the System 

Fatigue Stress: The long term distribution of the variable amplitude stress 

ranges is Weibull (see Chapter 2.). For this model, the following is required: 

1. Shape parameter, e = 1.0. 

2. The total number of stress cycles during the service life is N s = 108 , typical 

of a structure with long term exposure to an environment. 

3. The once-in-a-lifetime stress range, So, is defined as 

1 1 
P[S > So] = Ns = 108 (4.2.1) 

where S denote stress range of an individual cycle. So is the value of Shaving 

a return period of Ns. 

So is a basic parameter which is fixed in this study, and the value of 1.0 ksi 

(6.88 MPa) given in the Table is a reference level. A scale (overload) factor of, 

will be applied to So and to the mean and extreme stress, etc .. 

So (actual) = So (reference level) x , (4.2.2) 



Table 4.1 Demonstration Case Data Summary 

Number of members, M 
Number of joints, J 
Number of simulations, K 
Overload factor, 'Y 
Pseudo area, A 
Number of inspections, I 
Algorithm for inspection spacing; equally interval or else. 
Mean stress value, SM 
Mean stress effect needs to be considered 
Option, NPCDF and EFF are defined in Section 4.1. 

Deterministic Variable 
Variable Name Value 

Service life, N s cycle 108 

Paris exponent, m 3.0 
Geometry factor, Y( a) 1.12 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 1.0 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 6.88(1.0) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) .679( .0986) 
Initial crack size, 8.0 mm(in) 0.5(0.02) 
Failure crack length, 8.f mm(in) 25.4(10) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 2.54(0.1) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) (d) 

Nondeterministic Variable 
Variable Name Dist. Medianb 

Stress modeling error, B Log.a 1.0 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. lE-ll(5.2E-10) 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 7.9E9(1.15E9) 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 551.8(80.0) 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPavm(ksh/in) Log. 220(200) 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. (d) 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 3.302(0.13) 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution 
b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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cove 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
(d) 
0.56 

c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
d. depends on mean stress value, SM 
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Variable amplitude fatigue stress is modeled as an equivalent constant am

plitude process (sometimes called Miner's stress), 

Se = 1'Se' (4.2.3) 

where, 

..1. 

Se' - So[lnNs]-t [r(7 + 1)] m 

- .0986 ksi (.679 MPa) (4.2.4) 

r(·) is the gamma function and m is the Paris exponent (m=3 for both initiation 

and propagation). The value of Se' is for the values of m, e, Ns and So given in 

Table 4.1. 

Stress Modeling Error: Uncertainties in the estimated stress are a result of 

the many assumptions made in the stress analysis. Several exercises to quantify 

modeling error are summarized in References [e.g., Ravinclra and Galambos (1978), 

Kaplan et. al. 91984), Fu and Moses (1986), etc.]. Table 4.2 lists some of the 

published data. On the basis of these studies, bias and uncertainty in estimated 

stress, defined by the random variable B, are assumed to be lognormal with median 

B = 1.0 and coefficient of variation CB = 0.2 as given in Table 4.1. Thus Miner's 

stress is a random variable. 

- 0.0986 B l' ksi 

- 0.679 B l' MPa (4.2.5) 

Extreme Stress: Including stress modeling error, the extreme stress is given 

as, 

(4.2.6) 

SM is the mean stress, which will be varied in the analysis. For a reference level of 

So = 1.0 ksi, 

Q - B l' (SM + 0.5) (4.2.7) 
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Table 4.2 
A Summary of Some Efforts to Quantify Modeling Error in Stress Analysis; 

The Random Variable B 

Study Bias (lJ) COV(96) Comments 

Load and resistance factor Live load effects for floor beams: 
design (LRFD) for onshore a 'small"part is objective 
construction 1 24 uncertainty 

National Bureau of Standards Maximum live load for a 50-year 
SP577 providing background reference period 
for ANS AS8. Building Code 
Requirements . .. 2 20 

LRFD proposed for offshore Maximum design load effect for 
construction: Project fixed offshore structures 
API-PRAC-22 3 0'70 37 

Modeling error for extreme Using design wave approach. 
wave loads on a pile: average the uncertainty on the extreme 
conditions in the North Sea: life-time force on a pile 
NTH Trondheim 1+ 34-45 

ABS survey to establish Bias value selected by the 
modeling error associated with committee is more conservative 
design loads for cylinders and than the 0-70 actually found in 
pontoons for TLPs 5 0'90 25 the survey 

Study of fatigue stress modeling COY seems low and out of line 
error for offshore platforms by with other experiences 
Dny6 0-84 14 

Study offatigue stress modeling A major contributor to COY: 
error for offshore platform: API uncertainty in description of sea 
fatigue reliability project state has strong influence on 
API-PRAC-IS 7 0'70 50 fatigue stresses 

SSC-322 extreme wave and These figures do not include 
whipping loads of ship uncertainty in stress calculations 
structures 8 25-30 
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where Q is in units of ksi. 

Impulsive Separation Shock: 

(a) First member failure by fracture: the stress in remaining members is 

Ql = Q(DLF) [M ~ 1] 

= B(DLFh[~o + SM] [M ~ 1] (4.2.8) 

If j members fail simultaneously, then the stress in each remaining member 

becomes 

( 4.2.9) 

(b) First member failure by fatigue (see 2.2.4): Use a mean stress equal to SM = 

1.5 ksi case to illustrate the procedure of this model. Prior to the calculation, 

the following parameters are defined: 

DLF = 1.0 

LR = 1.0 

Q = 13 f Q = 2.0 ksi 

Qrnin = 1.0 ksi 

Substituting these data into Eq. 2.2.12 and 2.2.13 

Srnax - (DLF)(LR)Q = 1. x 1. x 2. 

- Qs x exp (2.0 X O'lnQs) 

Srnin - (LR)Qrnin = 1. x 1. 

- Qs x exp (-2.0 X O'lnQs) 

From these two equations, Qs and O'ln Qs can be solved. Also 

O'lnQs = Vln(1 + CQs 2) 

(4.2.10) 

(4.2.11) 

(4.2.12) 

Thus the implusive stress Qs for mean stress SM = 1.5 ksi is lognormal with 

the parameters: 



1. Ultimate Strength: 

Qs = 1.414 ksi (9.75 MPa) 

O'ln Qs = 0.17329 

CQs = 0.1746 

4.2.2 Strength of the System 

Two ultimate strength failure modes are considered 
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a. Ductile Fracture as measured by Ultimate Strength: The assumed me

dian ultimate strength of 80 ksi (552 MPa) corresponds to a 50 ksi (345 MPa) yield 

strength steel. The coefficient of variation of 8% is typical for ultimate strength of 

steel. 

b. Brittle Fracture as measured by Fracture Toughness: The influence of 

section thickness is reflected in the relatively low choice of median fracture tough

ness, Kc = 200 ksivTri (220 MPavTri) for structural steel. The implication is that 

the section is relatively thick. The coefficient of variation of Kc of 15% is typical 

for fracture toughness. 

2. Fatigue Strength: 

It is assumed that both propagation and initiation have the same basic form 

Nsm - A. The total fatigue life NT of a component is modeled as 

( 4.2.13) 

A key issue in such a model is the definition of crack initiation. Both the 

crack size 8.0 and an expression for N I must be specified. The choice of this model is 

based on observation of published fatigue data for welded joints. For example, the 

data of Vosikovsky, et al. (1985) and Mohaupt, et al. (1987) on fillet welded T-joints 

clearly suggest that the form of Eq. 4.2.13 is reasonable for both NI and Np. It is 

thought, at this time, that this model may generally be appropriate for welded joints 

and other details of fabricated structure as well where initiation life is expected to 

be relatively short. 
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A statistical analysis of the Mohaupt data was provided by Wirsching and 

Martin (1989). The major features of the Mohaupt data are: 

1. The slope m of the S-N curve for both initiation and propagation is equal 

to 4.0. 

2. The initiation crack size, 8.0 = 0.02 in (0.50 mm). This is Mohaupt's def

inition of initiation. Basically, it is the smallest crack size that they could 

measure reliably. 

3. The ratio between J1.NI and J1.NT is about 29 percent. This is again based on 

Mohaupt's results. 

4. The COY's of initiation life were 59% and of propagation life 43%. 

The Mohaupt data were used as a basis for the model described below. 

Crack Propagation: The crack growth parameters used are those published 

by Johnson and Bretherton (1979) for a 50 ksi (345 MPa) steel. The geometry 

factor of Y = 1.12 (constant) implies .that there is no stress concentration during the 

initiation and growth of the crack. The following are the listing of the values which 

are needed for the propagation process. 

a. Initial crack size, 8.0 = 0.02 in (0.50 mm) 

b. Paris exponent, m = 3.0 

c. Miner's stress, Se = 0.0986 ksi (0.679 MPa) 

d. Geometry factor, Yea) = 1.12 

e. Paris coefficient C (see the following discussion): 

Distribution of C = lognormal 

Median of C = C = 5.24E-1O (ksi units); 1.0E-11 (MPa units) 

Coefficient of variation of C = Cc = 0.63 

The COY of the Paris coefficient of 0.63 is based on a basic assumption made 

for the COY of total life NT, CNT = 0.5. An explanation follows. The figure for CNT 

is typical for a wide variety of welded joint fatigue data. It is required to establish 

the COY of the fatigue strength coefficient A for the initiation model and the Paris 

~~~~---- ~--~ - -.-----------~----
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coefficient C for the propagation model. Assuming that both are lognormal and 

that there are no other random variables in the basic life expressions, it follows that 

(4.2.14) 

where CNI and CNp are the COY's of NI and Np, respectively [Wirsching and Scott 

(1989)]. 

The relationship between the COY's can be established as follows. Assuming 

that NI and Np are independent, the variance of NT from Eq. 4.2.13 is 

( 4.2.15) 

But (fx - I'x' Cx' and therefore, 

2C 2 2C 2 2C 2 I'NT NT = I'NI NI + I'Np Np (4.2.16) 

where I' is the mean value. Eq. 4.2.16 can be written as, 

( 4.2.17) 

But because mean time to crack initiation was assumed to be 25% of the total life, 

it follows that 

(4.2.18) 

and because there is little available data to help define the relationship between CNI 

and CNp, it is assumed that 

For CNT = 0.5, it follows that 

CA - CNI = 0.63 

Cc - CNp = 0.63 

(4.2.19) 

(4.2.20) 

I. 
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These figures are fairly consistent with what is known about scatter in welded joint 

fatigue data. 

By using the data, the crack propagation expression of Eq. 2.3.8 can be 

expressed in an S-N format. 

where 

m = 3.0 

Se = 0.0986 ksi (0.679 MPa) 

Ap = 3.45E9 ksi units (2.37ElO MPa units) 

CAP = 0.63 

(4.2.21) 

Crack Initiation: The basic assumption employed to establish the median 

value of AI (denoted as AI) is that 

(4.2.22) 

i.e., the mean time to crack initiation is 25% of the mean total life. Thus, it follows 

that 

J1.N, = 0.33 
J1.Np 

(4.2.23) 

The relationship between mean and median values, only for lognormal variates, is 

(4.2.24) 

and 

(4.2.25) 

Because CNI - CNp - 0.63, Eq. 4.2.23 becomes 

NI -_ = 0.33 
Np 

(4.2.26) 

The assumption of this fatigue behavior is based on the studies of Mohaupt, 

et al. (1987) cited earlier as well as the subjective judgement of this author upon 

review of other work. 
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With the' assumption that m=3 for both initiation and propagation, the 

median value of AI can be obtained by substituting Eq. 4.2.21 into Eq. 4.2.26, so 

or 

AI -
Ap 
3 

3.45E9 
3 

(4.2.27) 

= 1.15E9 ksi units; (7.9E9 MPa units) (4.2.28) 

Note that the distribution of AI is lognormal and CAl = 0.63 as discussed 

previously. 

Mean Stress Effect 

To account for a mean stress effect, both the fatigue initiation strength co

efficient AI and the Paris coefficient C need to be adjusted (see Section 2.) In 

this study, the Goodman correction will be used to make the adjustment to both 

coefficients. For SM > Se/2 case, we have 

COLD 
(4.2.29) 

[ 

_ SM _~] m 
1. -."._--:~ 

Ru 

and 

(4.2.30) 

where SM represents mean stress one of the parameters to be studied. Ru represents 

the median of ultimate strength equals to 80 ksi. 

4.2.3 Inspection and Repair 

1. Probability of Detection Curve: 
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The POD curve used herein is "typical" of visual inspection for structural 

systems. Thus, the probability of detection for crack length a is, 

P(D) = «p(z) (4.2.31) 

where 

z = In(a/A) 

UlnA 
(4.2.32) 

UlnA (4.2.33) 

where A - 0.13 in (3.3 mm) and CA = 0.563 

The aspect ratio for a surface crack, e.g., at a welded joint, is roughly 1/10. 

Thus a median detectable crack depth of 0.13 in (3.3 mm) would correspond to a 

surface crack length of 1.3 in (33 mm). Pre-installation inspection is ignored in this 

study. An example provided in reference [Wirsching and Torng (1988)] shows that 

pre-installation inspection provided little improvement in the reliability. 

2. Inspection Strategies: 

The number of inspections during the service life, I, will be chosen arbitrarily. 

The number of inspections I corresponds to (1+1) intervals. Also the interval width 

is chosen arbitrarily. Fig. 4.2 shows two important algorithms, i.e., equal interval 

inspection and log interval inspection. In general it would be possible to find the 

optimum inspection strategy by applying economic value analysis, but this is not 

pursued in this study. 

3. Minimum Crack Depth for Repair: 

The crack depth above which repair will be made was arbitrarily chosen as 

aRE = 0.1 in (2.54 mm), that is 

a > [aRE - 0.1 in; 2.54 mm] 

a < [aRE - 0.1 in; 2.54 mm] 

inspection needed 

inspection ignored (4.2.34) 

Note that this would correspond to a surface crack length of 1.0 in (25.4 

mm). aRE might be considered as a fundamental parameter for a sensitivity study, 

but preliminary results indicate that this value does not have a major impact on 

reliability. 
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Fig. 4.2 Two Inspection Spacing Algorithms; Log and Equal 
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4.2.4 Parameters Which are Varied in Sensitivity Study 

In subsequent examples, these parameters are varied, 

1. Number of Members, M 

2. Number of Joints, J 

3. Number of Inspections, I 

4. Inspection algorithm and repair policy 

5. Mean stress, SM = Q - So/2 

6. Stress level (overload factor), 'Y 

7. Failure Crack Length, ar 
8. Geometry factor, Y(a) 

9. Material, i.e., aluminum, titanium 
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CHAPTER 5 

SERIES SYSTEM 

5.1 Introductory Comments 

The series system considered herein is a special type of series system. It is 

a "chain-like" structure as shown in Fig. 5.1. This system has only one member 

(M=1) and the geometric discontinuity at potential failure sites for fatigue and 

fracture are as shown. These would correspond to joints J, i.e., stress concentrations. 

To simplify the system, the following are assumed: 

1. Each joint has the same stress effect. 

2. The strength parameters for all joints have independent and identical distri

bution. 

The series system has no redundancy, i.e., the system fails if one of the joints 

fails. The solution strategies for the series system with FRM process will be the 

same as discussed in Chapter 3. The method considered to analyze this series 

system will be the hybrid method. 

In this chapter the focus will be on analysis of the series system to demon

strate the capacities of the Program FRM. A series (M=1) system consisting of 

J elements is considered. Two different inspection and repair strategies will be 

applied. 

5.2 The Effect of Number of Joints 

To verify Program FRM, the hybrid solution is compared with the Monte 

Carlo solution. The approach is to use the simple base case, defined as M=1, J=1, 

1=0. Other data shown in Table 5.1 is as defined in Chapter 4. The results are 

shown in Fig. 5.2. Points A, B, C, D, and E at higher stress levels are obtained 

from simulations of K = 1000. The dashed line is the ISE solution, used to define 
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Assume: 
1. Each joint has 
the same stress 
2. Each joint has iid 
strength parameters 

Fig. 5.1 Simplified Series System 
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Table 5.1 Data for the Series System 

Number of members, M = 1 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, I = 10. 
Pseudo area, .x = 0.1 
Number oj inspections, 1=0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Detenninistic Variable 

Variable Name 
Service life, N 5 cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry factor, yea) 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, S' e MPa(ksi) 
Initial crack size, ao mm(in) 
Failure crack length, 8.f mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondetenninistic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.a 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPaJiii(ksiv'in.) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognonnal distribution. 

Value 
lOIS 
3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.88(1.) 
.679( .0986) 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4(10) 
2.54(0.1) 
6.88(1.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
1E-ll(5.2E-1O) 
7.9E9(1.15E9) 
551.8(80.0) 
220(200) 
2.27(.3299) 
3.302(0.13) 

b. For lognonnal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.60 
0.56 

c. For lognonnal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
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the rule for important sampling. With the point F which is obtained from the 

modified importance sampling (MIS) method and the five ISE points, an improved 

solution (solid line) can be obtained. At an overload factor 'Y = 16.41, the corre

sponding safety index (3 = 3.0. The point estimate of (3 obtained by a direct Monte 

Carlo simulation of K = 30000 equals to 2.989. These data are also shown in Table 

5.2. 

Example 5.1 

To study the effect of size (J) of the series system, consider the structure 

defined in Table 5.1 with J = 2, 4, 8 and 16. The results of an ISE analysis and two 

modified importance sampling points (for J = 1 and 4) are given in Table 5.3. The 

points are plotted in Fig. 5.3. Two solid lines represent the hybrid solutions for J = 

1 and 4 cases. Both cases have been discussed in this Section and in Section 3.4.4 

respectively. Both lines are nearly parallel. Employing mathematical intuition, the 

other three dashed lines are drawn through the data points for J = 2, 8 and 16. 

This solution appears to be reasonable. 

As indicated in Table 5.1, the goal of analysis is to estimate reliability at a 

pseudo area of 0.1 for each case. In Fig. 5.4 In J versus the safety index (3 is plotted. 

Points A, B, C, D, and F are the points obtained from Fig. 5.3. The dashed line 

is an eyeball fit through these points. Using this line, it is possible to estimate the 

solution for the series system for J > 16. 

It is a fortunate circumstance that (3 appears to have a linear relationship to 

In). and In( J). As was discussed in Chapter 3, there is no theoretical explanation 

for this behavior. But considering all of the evidence, the hybrid method does seem 

to provide reasonably accurate and efficient results. In summary, a solution for a 

"large" series system can be found by extrapolation using the following steps: 

1. Perform the ISE method for the base case, i.e., M = 1, J = 1 and I = O. 

2. Apply the MIS method to find an "anchor point" at relatively low stress level 

for the base case. Combine the results from steps 1 and 2 to construct the 

line for In). vs. (3. 
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Table 5.2 Comparison of Accuracy 

Safety Index, (3 
Method for Solution 

hybrid method 3.000 

Monte-Carlo (Exact) 2.989 



Table 5.3 Safety Index for Demonstration Case of Series System 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Overload Factor, 'Y 

J 26 28 30 32 34 

1 .5417 .2585 .0702 

2 .2045 -.0803 -.2898 

4 .2482 -.0803 -.3345 

8 .3134 .. 0671 -.3450 

16 .0853 -.2147 -.5505 

Results of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

Number of Joints, J Pseudo area, A Safety Index, (3 

J=l .08400 4.296 

J=4 .09116 4.101 
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3. Perform the simulations at the same stress levels used in step 1 for other 

"small" series systems, say 2, 4, 8 and 16. 

4. At this point one would have to decide if In). - f3 is linear. If nonlinear 

behavior is suggested, then more MIS points would be required. A suite of 

curves of In). versus f3 may be constructed from some data and engineering 

judgement. If In). - f3 appears linear, then estimate the average difference 

on f3 between the J = 1 line and J > 1 ISE solutions to estimate the safety 

index at the required ).. It is assumed that the lines will be parallel. 

5. Plot In( J) versus safety index (e.g., Fig. 5.4) and construct a line (or curve) 

based on the data. Extrapolation provides an estimate of the safety index f3 
at the required number of joints J. 

Depending upon the decisions of the engineer, this method can produce 

significant error. But errors are difficult to quantify. In summary, this method 

should be considered to provide only an approximation. 

5.3 Study of Approximation to Series System 

Another possible approach to a solution for large series structural system 

with J joints would be to model the series system with a single equivalent element. 

For the fatigue and brittle fractrue failure modes, the member strength is controlled 

by the largest of the J cracks in the member. This largest crack may be that joint 

with the smallest crack initiation life or largest crack propagation rate. 

The variables AI and C are used to describe initiation and propagation lives 

respectively. The issue is what should be the distribution of AI and C for the 

equivalent joint. Note that a "weak" joint would be one with a small AI and large 

C. In this example the distribution of the fatigue strength coefficient AI and Paris 

coefficient C for crack propagation are both lognormal. For a lognormal initial 

distribution, asymptotic extreme value distributions of maxima and minima can be 

derived. 

------- ----- ---------- .L 
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The asymptotic distribution for the smallest AI in a sample of J joints will 

be a Wei bull distribution. The mean and standard deviation of this Weibull distri

bution (pw and t7w) are 

pw - exp [py - G t7y] r [~ + 1] (5.2.1) 

- I'w[~(; (5.2.2) 

where 

py = InAI 

t7y = Vf!"""ln..,...(l.,.....+~C:--AI..,...) 

H = J2lnJ 

G = [2 In J - O.5ln( 411' In J)l/H 

The asymptotic distribution for the largest C in a sample of J joints will be a 

Frechet distribution. The mean and standard deviation of this Frechet distribution 

(PF and t7F) are 

PF = exp [PYI + G t7Yl] r [1- t7~1] 

t7 . = [r(l - 2t7yt/H) _ 1] 0.5 

F PF r(l _ t7yt/H)2 

where Hand G are as defined above. 

PYI - InC 

- ylln(l + Cc) 

(5.2.3) 

(5.2.4) 

It is argued that the smallest value of initiation life should not occur in the 

same joint as the largest value of crack propagation. Thus the equivalent joint 

should not be modeled with both extreme values of AI and C. A rational approach 

would be to condider the equivalent joint as being one of two cases, (a) smallest ini

tiation life combined with ordinary crack propagation rate, and (b) the largest crack 

propagation rate combined with ordinary crack initiation life. Both approaches are 

considered in an example of the system of Sec. 5.2 . 

... -. _ .... _-----_ ... _---------
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Example 5.2 

Compare solutions at pseudo area ..\ = 0.077 and J = 16. The mean and 

standard deviation of the asymptotic extreme value distributions are given in Table 

5.4a. The solution for system risk of all cases are given in Table 5.4b. Following 

are observations from these results. 

1. For only J = 16, the asymptotic extreme value distributions may be a poor 

approximation. 

2. There is a dramatic decrease in CPU time for the equivalent joint case. 

3. The case where initiation is sampled from a typical joint and propagation is 

the Frechet seems to provide the best results (Hybrid method assumed to be 

exact). There is no explanation for this behavior. 

Example 5.3: 

Same problem with J = 64 joints and ..x = 0.077. The mean and standard 

deviation of the asymptotic extrem.e value distributions are given in Table 5.5a. 

The solutions are sununarized in Table 5.5b. 

Again there is good agreement in the results for the equivalent joint having 

AI '" LN and C '" FRE. Clearly this is a simplification to the FRM process that 

should be explored. 

5.4 Considerations of Inspection for the Series System 

System reliability can be improved by a maintenance program of periodic in

spection and repair. The effect of inspection and repair for series system of Fig. 5.1 

is considered. As discussed in Chapter 4, the inspection spacing algorithms will con

sider both equal intervals and lognormal intervals. Effects of probability of detection 

(POD) curves and the minimum crack depth aRE for repair are also considered in 

this section. 

Example 5.4: Equal Interval Inspection Algorithm 

To demonstrate the results of inspection and repair, the data of Table 5.1 

(Chapter 4) is employed. Numbers of inspections considered are I = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

Results of ISE and a MIS solution for I = 0 case are given in Table 5.6. These data 



Table 5.4a Mean and Standard Deviation Value 
for Extreme Value Distribution (J = 16) 

Distribution Mean Value, p. Std. Dev., q 

Weibull (AI) 4.135E8 1. 127E8 

Frechet (C) 1.612E-9 6.673E-10 

5.4b Results for Extreme Value Method (J = 16 and .A = .077) 

Hybrid Equivalent Joint 

AI ",LN& AI -Weib AI ",LNb AI ",Weib 

C -LN C ",LN C ",FRE C -FRE 
(16 joints) (1 joint) (1 joint) (1 joint) 

Safety Index, {3 3.303 3.527 3.352 2.838 

CPU Time 225 75 70 70 

a This case is assumed to be the exact (hybrid method with ISE point) 

b All extreme value cases use hybrid method 
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Table 5.5a Mean and Standard Deviation Value 
for Extreme Value Distribution (J = 64) 

Distribution Mean Value, p. Std. Dev., (j 

Weibull (AI) 2.962E8 6.689E7 

Frechet (C) 2. 175E-9 6.854E-10 

5.5b Results for Extreme Value Method (J = 64 and ,\ = .077) 

Hybrid Equivalent Joint 

AI ",LNII. AI ",Weib AI ",LNb AI ",Weib 

C ",LN C ",LN C ",FRE C ",FRE 
(64 joints) (1 joint) (1 joint) (1 joint) 

Safety Index, {3 3.067 3.496 3.118 2.388 

CPU Timec 800 85 80 80 

a This case is assumed to be the exact (hybrid method with ISE point) 
b This extreme value case uses the hybrid method 
c This CPU time is only an estimate. 
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Table 5.6 Safety Index for Series System Having 
Equal Interval Inspection and Repair Program 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Overload Factor, 'Y 

Inspection no. 30 32 34 36 

o (equal interval) .5417 .2585 .0702 -.2019 

1 (equal interval) .6776 .5417 .2871 .1055 

2 (equal interval) .8816 .6776 .4959 .3319 

3 (equal interval) 1.0581 .8669 .6808 .4482 

4 (equal interval) 1.293 1.108 .7995 .5888 

Results of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

38 

-.3478 

-.1004 

.0778 

.1917 

.4316 

Number of Inspections Pseudo area, ,\ Safety Index, f3 

1=1 0.084 4.296 
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are also shown in Fig. 5.5. Assumed the goal of this Example is to find the safety 

index obtained at ..\ = 0.06. Following are observations from these results. 

1. More inspections improve system reliability. 

2. The In..\ - f3 relationship for all I seems to be linear and parallel solution. 

The hybrid line for I = 0 is constructed as a reference. Other cases of I 

(dashed line) are drawn parallel to this line. The fit through data seem 

reasonable as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Example 5.5: Log Interval Inspection Algorithm 

The system of Example 5.4 was considered using log interval inspection al

gorithm. The results are shown in Table 5.7. The following are some observation: 

1. The safety index f3 vs. In..\ seems to have linear relationship for each case. 

Apply the same method as the equal interval case, the solution as constructed 

in Fig. 5.6 seems reasonable. 

2. The safety index f3 obtained from Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 at ..\ = 0.06 are plotted as 

a function of I for the log interval and equal interval inspection program in 

Fig. 5.7. The log inspection program does seem to provide improved reliabil

ity relative to the equal inspection program when the inspection number is 

small. For I > 3, an equal interval seems better than a log interval program. 

These results were carefully verified using K = 10,000 samples. 

Example 5.6: The Effect of Different POD curves and Repair Level aBE 

The probability of detection (POD) curve used herein is considered to be 

"typical" of visual inspection for a structure. Two POD curves as illustrated in 

Fig. 2.15 will be used in this example. The crack depth for repair aRE was chosen 

arbitrarily. The basic data for this example is given in Table 5.1. The basic system 

of one member, one joint (M = 1, J = 1) is considered. To study the effect of POD 

and aRE, some modifications have been made as given in Table 5.8. There are three 

cases used to compare with the original base case. The safety index only will be 

used to identify which parameters are more important. 
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Table 5.7 Safety Index for Series System Having 
Log Interval Inspection and Repair Program 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Overload Factor, 'Y 

Inspection no. 30 32 34 36 

0 .5417 .2585 .0702 -.2019 

1 (log interval) .8560 .5681 .4705 .1687 

2 (log interval) 1.0985 .8488 .6038 .3372 

3 (log interval) 1.1311 .9002 .6903 .4789 

4 (log interval) 1.3285 .9782 .7688 .5359 

ResuJts of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

38 

-.3478 

-.0326 

.1105 

.2173 

.3319 

Number of Inspection Pseudo area, A Safety Index, (3 

1=0 .084 4.296 
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Table 5.8 Data for Example 5.6 
Different POD curves and Repair Decisions 
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The basic data are given in Table 5.1. Following are changes used in all the cases: 

1. Number of inspections I = 2 
2. Inspection spacing algorithm; equal interval 
3. Overload factor 'Y = 30.0 
4. Pseudo area A = 0.033 

Parameters POD and aRE: 

Case in Example 5.6 

Parameters 1& 2 

POD Curve Data: 
Distribution Log.b Log. 
median .13 in .22 in 
COY .563 .514 

Repair Decision 
aRE = 0.1 in 0.1 in 

a This case is the base case used in Example 5.1 

b Log. = Lognormal distribution 

3 

Log. 
.13 in 
.563 

0.2 in 

4 

Log. 
.22 in 
.514 

0.2 in 
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The results for these cases are summarized in Table 5.9. Following are some 

observations from these results. 

1. Fraction of failure are high (relative to a typical structure) under the inflated 

stress. Therefore, there are more fatigue failure than one would ordinarily 

expect. 

2. Results for all four cases are similar. A significant impact of POD or aRE 

cannot be identified. 

3. The failures in Interval 2 are higher than Interval 3 in all cases. This result 

is difficult to explain. Perhaps the two inspections remove all of the "weak" 

joints. 

5.5 Summary 

It has been demonstrated that program FRM can produce reasonably accu

rate estimates of reliability for the'maintained series system. Following is a brief 

summary for some of the important results based on analysis of the demonstration 

case of Table 5.1 and Chapter 4. It is important to note that these conclusions apply 

to the example. There is no evidence to indicate that these results are general. 

1. Reliability decreases as the number of joints increase. 

2. The relationship between In'\ and {3 is linear for series systems (note all 

variables are lognormal). 

3. Lines of In'\ and {3 tend to be parallel to each other. 

4. The relationship between In'\ and {3 tends to be linear for maintained series 

systems. 

5. Inspection is effective in improving reliability. But the improvement is not 

dramatic in the example studied (perhaps a consequence of including an 

ini tiation phase). 

6. Both inspection spacing algorithms (equal or log interval) will improve {3. 

7. Different probability of detection (POD) curves (just for visual type) and the 

repair levels (aRE) do not seem to have a significant impact on reliability. 



Table 5.9 Results for Example 5.6 

Ref: Table 5.1, Table 5.8 

Case in Example 5.6 

Output Data 1a 2 

Total number of repairs 1286 967 

Total number of failures: 
Interval 1 = 223 221 
Interval 2 = 913 1010 
Interval 3 = 693 877 

Total number of failures 
by fatigue-fracture 1826 2104 

Total number of failures 
by fracture-fracture 3 4 

Total number of failures 1829 2108 

Probability of failure .1829 .2108 

Safety Index f3 : .9044 .8036 
90% C.l.b on f3 

lower limit = .8806 .7806 
upper limit = .9286 .8271 

a This case is the base case used in Example 5.1 
b C.l. represents the confidence interval 

----- -_ .. _- -------------------
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CHAPTER 6 

PARALLEL (REDUNDANT) STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 

6.1 Introductory Comments 

The event of failure of systems a parallel system is defined as failure of all 

of the components. The assumption is that if anyone of the components survives, 

the system survive. A parallel system is clearly a "redundant" system. Generally, 

redundancy in a system will increase the reliability of a system except perhaps in 

some special cases where the redundant components are highly correlated. 

Provided in this Chapter are demonstrations of the FRM process for a par

allel structure system as shown in Fig. 6.1. It is considered as an idealized paral

lel/series system subjected to external oscillatory non-stationary random loading as 

described in Chapter 2. The proposed hybrid method will be used to demonstrate 

some of the important factors of interest for this parallel system, such as, effects of 

redundancy, mean stress and inspection and repair (or replacement) policy. 

6.2 The Effect of Redundancy 

For a redundant system, failure of a single element does not necessarily imply 

failure of the system, as the remaining elements may be able to sustain the exter

nalloads by redistribution of the internal loads. This situation is a characteristic 

of statistically indeterminate structures. Failure of such structures will generally 

require that more than one element fails. 

Example 6.1 

In this section, a parallel member system system for which each member 

only has one joint J = 1 will be studied. The main purpose is to focus on the 

redundancy issue. The structure is the base case from Chapter 5 extended to cases 

where M > 1. 



• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• • • 

• 

Fig. 6.1 The Idealized Parallel System 
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The hybrid method is employedj the input data for the FRM process are 

shown in Table 6.1. All results including (a) three ISE method points and (b) a 

MIS method point for the parallel systems of M = 1, 2,4, and 8 are shown in Table 

6.2. These data are plotted in Fig. 6.2. The dashed line is the ISE solution used 

to establish the MIS algorithm. With the point which is obtained from the MIS 

method and the three ISE points, the hybrid solution for f3 - In A is constructed. 

Note that the total cross sectional area of each system is the same and thus the 

volume of material or the weight is the same for this system. 

From the data and figure, a brief summary on the effect of redundancy can 

be observed as follows: 

1. The linear relationship between f3 and In A is observed for each parallel sys

tem. 

2. The M = 1 and M > 1 lines in f3 - In A space are not parallel (as they were 

for the series system). 

3. Redundancy significantly improves reliability of the system especially at 

small stress level (or the large pseudo area). 

4. While redundancy improves system reliability, the rate of improvement seems 

to get smaller as M gets larger. 

5. The effect of redundancy is small when the stress level is high. 

6.3 The Effect of Mean Stress 

In this section the effect of mean stress will be considered for three different 

mean stress SM caseSj 

Case 1. SM = 0.5 ksij 3.44 MPa (base case) 

Case 2. SM = 0.0 ksij 0.0 MPa 

Case 3. SM = 1.5 ksij 10.32 MPa 

The largest stress range, So, in the fatigue loading spectrum remains un

changed. Therefore, the different mean stress cases will have different extreme 

loads Q and Impulsive shock loads Qs. 

--,.: 



Table 6.1 Data for Parallel System of Example 6.1 

Number of members, M = 1, 2, 4 and 8 
Number of joints, J = 1 
Overload factor, "'( = 10. 
Pseudo area, ..\ = 0.1 
N umber of inspections, I = 0 
Mean stress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name 
Service life, N s cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry factor, Yea) 
Wei bull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) 
Initial crack size, Ro mm(in) 
Failure crack length, ar mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.& 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPay'iii(ksiv'in) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 

Value 
101! 
3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.88 1.) 
.679 .09861 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4 10) 
2.54 0.1) 
6.88 1.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
lE-ll 5.2E-10) 
7.9E9 1.15E9) 
551.8 80.0) 
220(200) 
2.27(.3299) 
3.302(0.13) 

b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
0.60 
0.56 

c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
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Table 6.2 Safety Index for the Redundant System 

Meanstress, SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) case 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Safety Index, f3 

Pseudo Area, A M=l M=2 M=4 M=8 
.03333 .5417 
.03125 .2585 
.02941 .0702 
.01852 .10 .3611 .2121 
.01786 -.0025 .1408 .0552 
.01724 -.173 -.0677 -.1942 

Results of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

Number of Member, M Pseudo area, A Safety Index, f3 
M= 1 .084 4.296 
M=2 .049 4.088 
M=4 .04275 4.175 
M=8 .03975 4.2981 
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The goal of this section is to study the impact of mean stress on f3. In 

previous Section, the SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) case was presented. The model 

used to account for mean stress effects is the modified Goodman's correction as 

described in Section 2.3. Program FRM uses stress as the adjusted parameter. The 

modified equivalent stress range Sem with a mean stress correction can be expressed 

as 

Sem 
Se 

for SM > Se/2 -

[1- SMR~;:] 
or 

Sem 
Se for 0 ~ SM < Se/2 -

[2. - s~/2l 
where Ru represents the median of ultimate strength. 

Example 6.2 

The system is defined by Table 6.1 and 6.3. This correction applies to both 

initiation and propagation. Results using the hybrid method are given in Table 6.4 

and Table 6.5. These data are plotted in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. To study 

the effect of mean stress on reliability, the three mean stress cases are plotted on 

the same figure as shown in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 for M = 1 and M = 2 respectively. 

Reliability as a function of SM and M at pseudo area ..\ = 0.04 are shown in Fig. 6.7. 

Comparing the data and figures with the Example 6.1 discussed in Section 6.2 as 

follows: 

1. When mean stress is smaller, reliability is higher. 

2. Improvement in f3 due to redundancy becomes larger for smaller mean 

stresses. Redundancy seems to help less when mean stress is high. This 

effect is compatible with a previous observation. 

------~~---~~ -'-.-'---'~-~'~--' .. - - --~- .---. 



Table 6.3 A Summary of Loading 
for Different Mean Stress Cases 

Stress in ksi (MPa) 

Mean Stress Value 

SM = 0.5 (3.44) SM = 0.0 (0.0) 

Stress range, So 1.0 (6.88) 1.0 (6.88) 

Extreme stress, Q 
Median, Q = 1.0 (6.88) 0.5 (3.44) 
COV, CQ = 0.2 0.2 

Shock stress, Qs 
Median, Qs = 0.33 (2.27) 0.165 (1.14) 
COV, CQs = 0.60 0.60 
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SM = 1.5 (10.3) 

1.0 (6.88) 

2.0 (13.76) 
0.2 

1.414 (9.73) 
.1746 
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Table 6.4 Safety Index for the Redundant System 

Mean stress, SM = 0 ksi (0 MPa) case 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Safety Index, f3 

Pseudo Area, >. M=l M=2 M=4 M=8 
.01282 -.2715 
.01351 -.0351 
.01428 .1815 
.009091 .1055 .3081 .2378 
.009259 .2585 .4316 .3292 
.009434 .3558 .5476 .4010 

Results of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

Number of Member, M Pseudo area, >. Safety Index, f3 
M= 1 .0374 4.10 
M=2 .0233 4.08 
M=4 .0206 4.13 
M=8 .0193 4.15 

-------------------- ----------- ----------- --
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Table 6.5 Safety Index for the Redundant System 

Mean stress, SM = 1.5 ksi (10.32 MPa) case 

Results of inflated stress (ISE) 

Safety Index, f3 

Pseudo Area, ,\ M=l M=2 M=4 M=8 
.03333 -.0276 -.0602 .3455 .450 
.03125 -.2430 -.4261 .01 -.0125 
.02941 -.5388 -.7345 -.3345 -.4399 

Results of modified importance sampling (MIS) 

Number of Member, M Pseudo area, ,\ Safety Index, f3 
M= 1 .092 4.0464 
M=2 .076 4.10 
M=4 .068 4.073 
M=8 .0645 4.13 
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6.4 Considerations of Inspection for the Parallel System 

In this section the effect of a maintenance program of inspection and repair 

on the system of Examples 6.1 and 6.2 will be studied. Strategies include two 

inspection spacing algorithm; 

1. Equal interval cases; for I = 1, 2, 3 and 4 inspections. 

2. Log interval cases; for I = 3 and 4 inspections. 

Example 6.3 

The results for SM = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) case are shown in Table 5.4 for M 

- 1 case and Table 6.6 for M = 2, 4 and 8. The M = 1 case has already been 

addressed in Section 5.4. Observations of the figures presented in these tables are: 

1. Inspections do improve reliability for both inspection strategies. Neither case 

seems to result in a substantial improvement in the safety index {3. 

2. While for the base case of M = 1, more inspections significantly improved 

reliability, increased inspections/repairs for redundant system was not al

ways effective (see Table 6.6). Possible reasons for this observation are: (a) 

redundancy seems to be more effective than maintenance, (b) sample sizes 

were not large enough (confidence intervals too broad) and (c) the stress level 

was just too large. Regarding item c, note that it was observed earlier that 

redundancy was much more effective at lower stress levels. 

Example 6.4 

In order to study the effect of number of inspections I and number of members 

M for each mean stress case, the following procedures are proposed and use SM = 

0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) and M = 1 to demonstrate 

1. Determine the corresponding safety index {3 for I = 0 case from the hybrid 

solution as shown in Fig. 6.2 at the specified pseudo area .x = 0.04. 

2. As stated in Chapter 5.3, the {3 - In.x relationship for all I seems to be linear 

and parallel. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the average difference on 

{3 between I = 0 and I > 0 ISE solutions to estimate the safety index at the 

required .x = 0.04. It is assumed that the lines will be parallel. 
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Table 6.6 Safety Index for Multiple Inspection Case 

• Number of Members - 1 (results given in Table 5.4) 
• Number of Members - 2 

Overload Factor, '1 
Inspection no. '1=54 '1=56 '1=58 

o ( equal interval) .0426 -.0025 -.2173 
1 equal interval) .1408 .0125 -.16 
2 equal interval) .2353 .0401 -.0728 
3 equal interval) .2793 .1083 .01 
4 equal interval) .3455 .2256 .0125 
3 log interval) .3319 .0778 -.0476 
4 log interval) .3585 .1942 -.0627 

• Number of Members - 4 

Overload Factor, '1 
Inspection no. 1'=54 '1=56 '1=58 

o (equal interval) .3611 .1408 -.0677 
1 equal interval) .4125 .2508 -.0577 
2 equal interval) .3826 .2767 .1637 
31 equal interval) .4538 .3558 .1789 
41 equal interval) .4987 .3345 .1840 
3 (log interval) .4565 .3107 .0878 
4 log interval) .5799 .4097 .1459 

• Number of Members - 8 

Overload Factor, '1 
Inspection no. '1=54 '1=56 '1=58 

o (equal interval) .2121 .0552 -.1942 
1 (equal interval) .2663 .0929 -.1713 
2 (equal interval) .2924 .1611 -.0075 
3 (equal interval) .3799 .1358 .0602 
4 (equal interval) .4125 .1917 .0251 
3 (log interval) .3665 .2198 -.0853 
4 (log interval) .4152 .2924 .0326 
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3. Points A, B, C, D and E shown in Fig. 6.8 are the data at the required A = 

0.04 for mean stress 8M = 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa), M = 1 and I = 0, 1,2,3 and 

4 (equal interval) respectively. 

4. Repeat the steps 1 to 3 to obtain the results for the same mean stress 8M 

= 0.5 ksi (3.44 MPa) for M to 2, 4 and 8. These data are also plotted in 

Fig. 6.8. 

5. Repeat the steps 1 to 4 to obtain the solutions for the other two mean 

stresses, i.e., 8M = o. ksi and 8M = 1.5 ksi (10.32 MPa). These two cases 

are shown in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10 respectively. Note that all these results for 

different mean stress cases are required at the same pseudo area A = 0.04. 

The goal here was to demonstrate the effect of inspection and repair as well 

as mean stress and redundancy for the parallel system. General conclusions are: 

1. For a redundant system, inspection may not improve reliability as much 

as one would think. Inspection has a larger impact on the M = 1 case. 

Redundancy seems to have a larger impact on (J than inspections. 

2. Inspection seems to have the most impact on Case 3, i.e., for the largest 

mean stress case where the system would be most vulnerable to the extreme 

load. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter we have reviewed some of the important factors relating to 

the parallel system of the FRM process: 

1. A linear relationship between (J and In A for the redundant systems consid

ered is observed. 

2. The relation between (J and In M is not linear. 

3. Redundancy improves reliability; the rate of improvement slows as M gets 

larger. 

4. Larger mean stresses decrease reliability. 

5. Redundancy has a larger impact on (J for those systems which have smaller 

mean stress. 
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6. Inspection has a larger impact on f3 for those systems having a larger mean 

stress. 

7. There seems to be no significant differences in f3 between the linear and log 

inspection cases. 

8. Inspection has a smaller impact on the systems having more redundancy. 

All cases considered in this Chapter have J = 1 joint. But in general J > 1. 

Then as discussed in Chapter 3.1, the number of random variables can become 

extremely large. Therefore, to obtain a solution for large systems, one may solve 

the small system problem and extrapolate to large system as discussed in Section 

3.4.3. 

From the results shown that the hybrid method can provide reasonable so

lution to estimate point probability for the general parallel system. Moreover, the 

program also provides information about the time to failure and the repair and re

placement rates at small stress levels. With this data it is then possible to construct 

the "reliability" function, e.g., the density function, the failure rate function, the 

reliability function of time to failure T, the conditional reliability function, etc.. De

veloping these functions to analyze the FRM process, is a goal of this dissertation, 

and is the topic of next chapter. 



CHAPTER 7 

RELIABILITY FUNCTIONS WHICH DESCRIBE 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

7.1 General Comments 
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In addition to estimating the probability of failure Pr for a structural sys

tem, more detailed information about the process may be required. The proposed 

solution strategies should be able to provide the following: 

1. Probability density function of time to system failure, T 

2. Cumulative distribution function of T 

3. Reliability function of T 

4. Probability of failure, Pr 

5. Hazard function (failure rate) 

6. The reliability function conditional on structural survival at any time T 

or on the event of inspection 

7. The repair rate of cracked members and broken members 

8. The rate of occurrence for various failure modes 

In this dissertation, the proposed solution strategy for the FRM process is the 

- hybrid method. This method is capable of estimating pr and the items listed above 

for relatively low stress levels. But estimated repair and replacement rates may 

contain some biases as discussed in Chapter 3.4.4. In this respect, determination of 

the rate of repair and replacement will be an important issue in this chapter. 



1.2 Definitions and a Description of Methods 

for Estimating the Reliability Functions 
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In Chapter 2, the reliability functions were introduced. An illustration of 

these functions for a structure having two equally spaced failure modes was shown 

in Fig. 2.17. Methods of analysis of time to failure data and a demonstration are 

presented in this section. First, the parameters need to be defined: 

1. Factors which are defined 

• Service life = Ts 

• Total number of structural systems simulated = K 

• Total number of inspections = I 

• Service life Ts is separated into IT arbitrarily chosen equal time intervals. 

Each time interval 6t equal to 

6t -
Ts 

IT 

2. Factors which are observed from a single record 

• Time to failure of the ith system, Til i = 1, NF 

• Time at ith fatigue-fracture failure, T li , i = 1, NFl 

• Time at ith ultimate strength failure, T2il i = 1, NF2 

• Time to ith replacement (member separation) = TRil i = 1, .,pM 

3. Factors which are computed from K simulations 

• Total number of failures during service life for K simulations = NF 

• Total number of failures up to time t = '7n(t), e.g., '7n(Ts) = NF. 

(7.2.1) 

• Total number of fatigue-fracture failures during service life for K simulations 

= NFl 

• Total number of fatigue-fracture failures up to time t = '7ln(t), e.g., '7ln(Ts) 

= NFl' 

• Total number of ultimate strength failures during service life for K simula

tions = NF2 

-~-~-~--~ ----- ---- ----- --------------- ------------
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• Total number of ultimate strength failures up to time t = 772n(t), e.g., 7]2n(Ts) 

= NF2 • 

• Total number of cracks repaired (inspections) = .,pI 
• Total number of cracks repaired at each inspection = .,pi, i = 1, 1 

• Total number of replacements (member separation) = .,pM 
" Total number of replacements up to time t = 77Rn(t), e.g., 77Rn(Ts) - tPM 

Probability Density Function (PDF): 

An estimate of the probability density function fT can be made by the oper-

ator 

(7.2.3) 

where 6t represents a time interval. [77n(t + 6t) - 77n(t)] is the corresponding total 

number of failures which occur in that interval. 

To construct fT, important factors which need to be controlled are: 

1. NF (total number of failures) should be "large". For this reason, the total 

number of simulations K should also be large. 

2. T?tal number of intervals h during service life should be chosen upon con

sideration of K and I. When inspection is considered, h should be a multiple 

of (I + 1), e.g., if (I + 1) = 3, h/3 should be an integer. 

Cumulative Density Function (CDF): 

The distribution function of the random variable T is denoted as FT and 

estimated as 

(7.2.3) 

Reliability FUnction: 

The reliability function RT is the probability that the system will still be 

operational at time t (as predicted at the beginning of the process) is defined as 

(7.2.4) 



Substituting FT value from Eq. 7.2.3, RT may be estimated by, 

RT(t) ~ 1 _ fln~t) _ K - ~n(t) 

Probability of Failure: 

The probability of failure, 88 predicted at the beginning of life, is 

Pc - P(T:5 Ts) = FT(Ts) 
NF 

- 1-RT(Ts) - K 

Hazard Functions and Failure Rates: 

The hazard or failure rate function is defined as 

Thus h( t) can be estimated as 

h(t < T< t+~t) ~ [fln(t + ~t) - fln(t)] [ 2 ] 
K RT(t) + RT(t + ~t) 
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(7.2.5) 

(7.2.6) 

(7.2.7) 

~ 2[fln(t + ~t) - fln(t)] (728) 
[2K - fln(t + ~t) - fln(t)] .. 

The first term is just the PDF from Eq. 7.2.2. The second term is the 

estimated of RT for the case where ~t has a significant width. If ~t is "sufficiently 

small", then Eq. 7.2.5 can be used. 

Conditional Reliability; 

Given that a component or system h88 already survived to time r, the prob

ability of survival for service life Ts can be computed as follow 

RT(Ts I r) - P[(T ~ Ts) I (T ~ r)] 
P[(T ~ Ts) n (T ~ r)] 

-
peT ~ r) 

peT ~ Ts) 
- peT ~ r) 

RT(Ts) 
- RT(r) 

~ 
(K - NF) 

(7.2.9) 
(K - fln(r» 

1_ 
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The Repair Rate of Cracked and Broken Members: 

At low stress levels when the hybrid method is applied, the repair and re

placement data may contain biases. The MIS method ignores simulation for small 

B values. Some of these structures ignored may have some repair or replacement. 

Therefore, another possible approach is proposed by using extrapolation method 

described as follow 

1. Determine the repair and replacement rate at several inflated stress levels. 

2. Analysis these data to determine the relationship between the stress level 

and both repair rates. 

3. Perfonn an extrapolate to low stress levels to estimate both rates. 

This method inherently has the same defects as the ISE method. Extrapo

lation over a long distance can produce very significant errors. In this section, the 

rate of cracked and broken members will apply the data from hybrid method with 

the implicit assumption that the bias is small. 

The rate of cracks repaired <pIT at the ith inspection can be estimated as 

(
.) rv .,pj 

<PIT 1 -- K (7.2.10) 

The rate of replacement of broken members <PBT at a time interval ~t can 

be estimated as 

III (t < T < t + ~t) ~ 77Rn(t + ~t) -77Rn(t) 
TBT - - K (7.2.11) 

The Rate of Occurrence for Various Failure Modes: 

This study considered two important failure modes, i.e., fatigue and fracture. 

The rate for both failure modes can be calculated by using the parameters previously 

defined. The rate of fatigue initiated failure <PFT in a time interval ~t can be 

estimated as 

as 

III (t < T < t + ~t) ~ Tlln(t +~) - Tlln(t) 
TFT - - K (7.2.12) 

The rate of fracture initiated failure <PUT in a time interval ~t can be defined 

<PUT(t :::; T :::; t + ~t) ~ Tl2n(t + ~t) - Tl2n(t) 
K 

(7.2.13) 
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1.3 Example 

An illustration of estimation of the reliability functions is presented. The 

data used are shown in Table 7.1. The hybrid method is employed. The system has 

M = 2 members and J = 2 joints. Ts is divided into h = 30 intervals. Results for 

this example are summarized in Table 7.2. 

With these data and the analysis strategies discussed above, the reliability 

functions are estimated. The following are a summary of all figures which are 

plotted: 

1. Fig. 7.1; probability density function. 

2. Fig. 7.2; cumulative distribution function. 

3. Fig. 7.3; reliability function. 

4. Fig. 7.4; hazard function (failure rate). 

5. Fig. 7.5; updated reliability function at each inspection. 

6. Fig. 7.6; conditional reliability given survival at time t. 

7. Fig. 7.7; rate of fatigue initiated failures. 

8. Fig. 7.8; rate of fracture initiated failures. 

9. Fig. 7.9; rate of crack repaired at each inspection. 

10. Fig. 7.10; rate of replacement for broken members (with system survival). 



Table 7.1 Data for Reliability Functions Analysis 

Number of members, M = 2 
Number of joints, J = 2 
Overload factor, 'Y = 14.29 
Pseudo area, A = 0.07 
Safety index from ISE (3ISE = 3.90 
Mean stress, SM = 1.5 ksi (10.32 MPa) 
Number of inspections, I = 2 
Inspection spacing algorithm; equal interval 
Total time intervals, IT = 30 

Deterministic Variable 

Variable Name 
Service life, N S cycle 
Paris exponent, m 
Geometry f~tor, yea) 
Weibull Shape paremeter, e 
Largest stress range, So MPa (ksi) 
Miner's stress, S~ MPa(ksi) 
Initial crack size, ao mm(in) 
Failure crack length, ac mm(in) 
Repair decision, aRE mm(in) 
Extreme load, Q MPa(ksi) 

Nondeterministic Variable 

Variable Name Dist. 
Stress modeling error, B Log.a. 
Paris coefficient, C MPa unit(ksi) Log. 
Initiation strength, AI MPa unit( ksi) Log. 
Ultimate strength, Ru MPa(ksi) Log. 
Fract. toughness, Kc MPaJiii(ksh/in) Log. 
Impulsive stress, Qs MPa(ksi) Log. 
POD curve mm(in) Log. 

a. Log. = lognormal distribution. 

Value 
lOti 

3.0 
1.12 
1.0 
6.88(1.) 
.679( .0986) 
0.5(0.02) 
25.4(10) 
5.08(0.2) 
13.76(2.) 

Medianb 

1.0 
1E-ll(5.2E-10) 
7.9E9(1.15E9) 
551.8(80.0) 
220(200) 
9.73(1.414) 
3.302(0.13) 

b. For lognormal distribution inputs median, others input mean. 
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COVe 
0.2 
0.63 
0.63 
0.08 
0.15 
.1746 
0.56 

c. For lognormal distribution inputs COV, others input standard deviation. 
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Table 7.2 Summary of Results for Reliability Analysis 

Important Parameters Output Results 

Total number of structures simulated, K 15779822 

Total simulations (cases where B not rejected) 50000 

Total number of repair: 
Replacement number .,pM 25314 
Cracks repaired number t/rt 11328 

Total number of failures: 
Interval 1 5 
Interval 2 156 
Interval 3 559 

Total number of fatigue initiated failures, NFl 236 

Total number of fracture initiated failures, NF2 484 

Total number of failures, NF 720 

Probability of failure, Pc 4.56E-5 

Safety index from ISE method 3.90 

Safety index f3 : 3.912 
90% C.I. a on f3 

Lower limit = 3.928 
Upper limit = 3.898 

a C.1. represents the confidence interval 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 A Summary for FRM 

The goal of this dissertation was to produce a strategy for performing relia

bility analysis of maintained series/parallel structural systems vulnerable to fatigue 

and fracture. Three sub-goals are 

1. Define the FRM process 

2. Develop solution strategies to the FRM process 

3. Provide some demonstration solutions of the FRM Process 

8.1.1 Define the FRM Process 

An idealized parallel/series system subjected to external oscillatory random 

loading ia defined. The mode of failures considered, restricted to tensile structure, 

are gross yielding, fatigue, and fracture. But gross yielding resulting in a service

ability failure was not considered herein to be a significant failure mode. The fatigue 

strength model includes both crack initiation and propagation; the parameters of 

the model are treated as random variables. To account for the effect of mean stress, 

a modified "Goodman type" correction is used for both initiation and propagation. 

The probabilistic fracture model includes both ductile and brittle fracture. It is 

assumed that the minimum of the two strengths represent the ultimate strength. 

Stresses resulting from the external loading are; (a) fatigue stress, (b) ex

treme stress and ( c) impulsive shock stress resulting from member failures caused by 

fatigue or the extreme load. The fatigue loading is modeled as a "characteristic" or 

equivalent constant amplitude stress. The extreme stress is assumed to be equal to 

the mean stress plus half of the design stress range. The impulsive stress is treated 

two ways depending upon the mode of the first failure (fatigue or fracture). Stress 
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modeling error is considered as a random variable and includes all uncertainties in 

stress. 

System reliability can be improved by a maintenance program of periodic 

inspection and repair or replacement. The inspection strategies considered (a) the 

definition of inspection intervals, (b) the inspection method, and (c) action taken 

after inspection. A threshold level for crack size is defined for the repair strategy. 

Repair will be performed on any detected cracks and replacement on any mem

ber fails in a redundant system. After repair, the strength of the component will 

assumed to be like new. 

8.1.2 Solution Strategies for FRM Process 

As stated in Chapter 3, aspects of the FRM process which complicate the 

reliability analysis include (a) no unique limit state function, (b) small pr?bability 

of failure, (c) a large number of random variables, (d) an uncertain total number 

of random variables, and (e) multi-failure modes. Derivation of the distribution of 

time to failure T is a goal of this dissertation. Reliability functions are required as 

well as the repair/replacement number frequency. 

It appears that the analytical approach would be difficult to execute for the 

FRM process because of the situation stated above. Conventional Monte Carlo 

looks attrative relative to the analytical approach because of the complexity of the 

FRM process. All the complicated issues can be answered quickly with a mini

mum of programming. However, due to the small failure probability expected in 

well designed structure, relatively "large" sample sizes may be necessary to ob

tain a required confidence level. Therefore, a more efficient simulation strategy is 

recommended. 

Advanced reliability methods presented in the recent literature are examined. 

But none can apply directly to the FRM process. Options for an efficient analysis 

strategy are limited. In this dissertation, four methods are proposed and discussed. 

1. The CDF extrapolation method. 

2. The inflated stress extrapolation (ISE) method. 
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3. The extrapolation method used to extend "small" system results to a "large" 

system. 

4. The hybrid (MIS/IS E) method. 

The CDF extrapolation method provides a crude estimate of the probability 

of failure. The ISE method may produce low cost solutions, but accuracy is suspect 

if extensive extrapolation is required. The extrapolation method used to extend 

"small" system results to "large"system share the same problem with ISE method. 

The "hybrid" method combines a modified importance sampling (MIS) 

method with the ISE method to obtain solutions to the FRM process. A "Mod

erate" efficient solution has been achieved. Not only reasonable estimates of the 

probability of failure but also an estimate of the distribution of time to failure at 

relative low stress levels can be obtained. The hybrid method is used in the Program 

FRMj a simulation routine to estimate the probability of failure and to provide data 

for constructing reliability functions: Basic data used for demonstration in this dis

sertation as presented in Chapter 4 would be reasonable for a "large" steel structure 

subjected to environmental loads. 

With simulated time to failure T data, all the reliability functions including 

(a) the probability density function, (b) the cumulative density fuction, (c) the 

reliability function, (d) the probability offailure, (e) the expected time to failure, (f) 

the hazard function (failure rate), and (g) conditional reliability functions could be 

estimated also the rate of repairs and replacement could be estimated. Construction 

of these functions were discussed in Chapter 7. 

8.1.3 Some Demonstration Solutions of the FRM Process 

Once efficient solution methods for the FRM process have been developed, 

parameter studies can be performed to define, in general terms, what is and what 

is not important. The number of problems produced by possible combinations of 

all parameters is extremely large. This dissertation can present only some results 

of the influence of the most important factors. Other factors which playa role will 

'-
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be recommended for future study (see Section 8.2). Following is a brief summary 

of the factors that have been studied in some demonstration exercises. 

System Effects 

The series system has no redundancy effect, i.e., system fails if anyone of 

the joints fail. Therefore, the reliability of the system is decreased as the number 

of joints increase. For the redundant parallel system, failure in a single element in 

a structural system will not always result in failure of the total system. By redistri

bution of the loads in the remaining members may be able to survive. In general, 

as the number of parallel members increases, the reliability will be improved. 

Material Properties 

A more refined fatigue reliability analysis would adopt a strength model in 

which both the crack initiation and propagation phase are included as the demon

stration studies herein. Such a model would be particularly useful for analysis of 

the FRM process. No examples are used to compare the model with/without the 

initiation life, or with different types of material. For example, aluminum and ti

tanium are expected to be more vulnerable to brittle fracture. FUture study is 

recommended in this regard. 

The definitions for the long term stress process, quasi-static loads, extreme 

load, impulsive load, stress intensity factor and stress modeling error have been 

discussed in Chapter 2. Among these factors, stress modeling error B plays an 

important role. This value was applied to all the stresses because it was assumed 

that they all apply to the same random loading. The modified importance sampling 

(MIS) method focused on parameter B to increase sampling efficiency. The other 

factor studied in Chapter 6 was the mean stress value. Inspection and repair seem 

to have a larger impact on reliability improvement for those systems have larger 

mean stress. Redundancy has a larger impact on reliability improvement for those 

systems have smaller mean stress. 

Inspection and Repair 
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As discussed in Chapter 5 and 6, inspection and repair can help to improve 

reliability. For a redundant system, maintenance does not seem to improve relia

bility as much as for a series system. The inspection spacing algorithm considered 

(a) equal interval and (b) log interval. Reliability is improved by both algorithms, 

but neither result in a substantial improvement. Two kinds of probability of detec

tion (POD) curves and two repair levels (minimum crack depth for repair) aRE are 

considered in Chapter 5. The different POD curves and repair decisions aRE affect 

the reliability (for a simple M = 1, J = 1 system), but the effect is not dramatic. 

8.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

Following are recommendations for future research of the fatigue and fracture 

reliability and maintainability (FRM) process. 

8.2.1 Consideration for a More Refined FRM Model 

Factors which may be important to the FRM process, depending on the 

physical application, could include at least the following: 

1. Modes of Deterioration and Failure 

• Quasi-static failure under large loads less than the extreme load 

• Corrosion 

• Buckling 

• Accidents, collisions 

• Extraneous environmental damage 

2. Inspection 

• False positives 

• Gross (human) errors 

• Confidence intervals on the POD curve 

• Crack size measurement accuracy 

• Non-linear inspection spacing algorithm 

3. Repair Policy and Performance 
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• Minimum crack size for repair 

• Period of exposure before repairs are made 

• Continuous monitoring for cracks 

• Repair requirements less stringent towards the end of life 

• Retirement if structure deteriorates too much 

• Degradation of initial quality after repair 

4. Economics 

• The time value of money 

• Cost of failure as a function of time 

• Confidence interval of the probability of failure 

• Taxes, insurances, operating costs, etc. 

8.2.2 Efficient Analysis Methods 

The solution strategy proposed herein has obvious shortcomings, opportuni

ties for improvement include: 

1. Study advanced reliability methods which have the promise of providing more 

efficient and accurate solutions to the FRM process, e.g., stochastic dynamic 

programming. 

2. Study possible improvement to the hybrid method. 

3. Develop of a process which "learns". As the program runs , it keeps track 

of those value of stress and strength which are not causing failure, and can 

then (upon sampling) identify a system which is not going to fail before the 

end of the simulation. This can be viewed as an importance sampling but a 

little more sophisticated. 

4. Possible simplifications by ignoring the dependency problem, i.e., can the fa

tigue and fracture processes be considered as independent? The dependency 

relates principally to brittle fracture, vulnerable to growing fatigue cracks. 

For a ductile material, the assumption of independency might be valid. 

8.2.3 Detailed Sensitivity Analysis 
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What sensitivity studies were included herein were presented for demonstra

tion. Therefore, further comprehensive study regarding effects on reliability of the 

following parameters are recommended: 

1. Geometry factor, Y ( a) 

2. Material, i.e., aluminum, titanium 

3. Inspection spacing algorithm 

4. Stress level 

5. Effect of mean stress 

6. Size of the system 

7. The relationship between the inflated stress and safety index 

8. The relationship between the number of joints and safety index 

8.2.4 Other Factors 

1. Economic value analysis would be used to study the reliability and maintain

ability process to define the optimal strategies for design and maintainabil

ity. Moreover, this economic value analysis should consider the time value 

of money. 

2. The possibility of continuous monitoring of cracks. One system detects 

through a crack in a pressurized tubular structure. 

3. Efficient analysis of large scale systems. This is a tough problem but it may 

be able to characterize, for example, a series system with a single element. 

What assumptions can we make to simplify the system? 

4. Repair policy, .... a closer look. One may not be able to make repairs 

immediately. What effect will that have on the system? The repair policy 

may change as a function of time (i.e., one may not want to repair older 

structure). 

5. Bayesian updating of system parameters based on inspection results. Use 

inspection results to refine one or more parameters of the model. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE CONVENTIONAL MONTE-CARLO METHOD 

A.I Some General Comments 

The Monte Carlo method involves simulation in which a random sample of 

a response variable is obtained from a set of values of input random variables gen

erated in accordance with corresponding probability distributions. By repeating 

the process, a sample of solutions, each corresponding to a different set of values 

of the random variables, is obtained. Monte-Carlo is a sampling technique, and 

as such is subject to sampling theory; namely, the results are subject to sampling 

errors. GeD~rally, therefore, Monte-Carlo solutions from finite samples are not "ex

act". But Monte· Carlo solutions approach the exact solution as the sample size 

becomes infinitely large. 

Consider a response function G(X) where X = (XI, X2 , ••• , Xn), a vector 

of random design factors. It is assumed that the XIs are mutually independent. 

Because X is a random vector, G is a random variable. The CDF of G is defined as 

FG(g) = P[G $ g] (A.!) 

where g is a specific value of G. The goal is to develop a general and efficient 

method of obtaining an estimate of FG, denoted as F~. 

An example is shown in Fig. A.1. Assume that Q, L, b and h are random 

variables with known distributions. The response variable is S. It is required to 

determine the distribution of S. Consider the example in which the response variable 

IS 

S = 6QL 
bh2 (A.2) 

Suppose the design variables have the distributions: 

Q'" EVD 
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s = \~f = maximum stress 

~I L 

Fig. A.1 An Example of a Response Variable 



L '" Lognormal 

b '" Normal 

h '" Normal 
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A random sample of (Q, L, b, h) is obtained using well-known computer sampling 

methods. Consider a response function G(X) where X Eq. A.1 is then used to 

obtain a sample point of S. 

The process is repeated K times to obtain the random sample Sj ; 1 = 1, 

K. At this point, any appropriate method of statistical analysis can be em

ployed. Here, the empirical CDF of S, F~, will be constructed using the well

known Hazen formula. 

S(i> is the i-th smallest value in the ordered sample of Sj. Thus, the CDF of S is 

approximated by a sequence of points given by Eq. A.3. 

In theory, Monte-Carlo can be applied to large and complex problems of 

probability and statistics. However, in practice, Monte-Carlo simulations may be 

limited by constraints of economy and computer capacity. Moreover, solutions 

obtained from simulations of Monte-Carlo may not be amenable to generalization 

or extrapolation. Therefore, as a gereral rule, Monte-Carlo methods should be used 

only as a last resort; that is, when and if analytical methods are not available 

or are ineffective (e.g., because of the need for gross idealizations). Monte-Carlo 

solutions, however, are often the only means of verifying or validating approximate 

analytical solution methods. 

A.2 Formal Statement of Monte-Carlo Procedure 

(a) Define the response function 

G = G(X) (AA) 

where X - (Xl, X2 , ••• , Xn) is a vector of random variables. All have 
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known distributions, including the mean (or median) and standard deviation 

(or coefficient of variation, COY). 

(b) Compute the distribution parameters for each Xi. 

(c) Sample each random variable Xi, i = 1, K, where K is the sample size. 

(d) Compute the sample of the response variable Gi = G(:XJ j i = 1, K 

(e) Construct the CDF. Let g(i) be the i-th smallest value of the ordered sample 

of Gi. The empirical CDF of Gis 

• 1 
1- -__ 2 

K 
(A.5) 

It is frequently more convenient for analysis purposes to express the CDF as 

(3 versus g, where 

(3 = q;-I[FG (g)] (A.6) 

where q; is the standard normal CDF. This representation will be used in 

this study. 

A.3 Confidence Intervals for Monte-Carlo 

Point Probability Estimates 

Consider a sequence of K Bernoulli trials, Yi j i=l, K. Let Yj be a ran

dom variable having a Bernoulli distribution 

P(Yj = 1) = P , P(Yj = 0) = 1- P (A.7) 

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of Pis [Thoft and Murotsu (1986)] 

1 K - -LYi 
K i=1 

(A.8) 

The mean and variance of Pis, 

E(P) - P (A.9) 

~-----~--- -------
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P(1- P) 
- K 

(A.10) 

By the central limit theorem, P will approach a normal distribution as 

K~ 00. Assuming large K, approximate confidence intervals for P are constructed 

using normal distribution mathematics. (The normal approximation is reasonable 

if KP ~ 5.) 

P 
[
p - Za VP(l - P} < P < P Z VP(l - P} 1 1 - a 

:l K - - +i K - (A.11) 

Eq. (A.10) can be written as, [Hines and Montgomery (1980)] 

(A.12) 

where 

Example A.1. 

What is the sample size K required to produce an estimate of P within ± 10 % 

with a confidence of 90 % [Wirsching, Lee and Torng (1986)]. 

Case 1. P = 0.5 and z = 1.645, "'( = 0.1. From Eq. A.12 we have 

so 

Z 2 A A 

K = [-A] P (1 - P) 
"'(P 

1.645 2 

K = [(0.1)(0.5)] (0.5)(0.5) ~ 

Case 2. P = 0.001 

270 

1645 2 
K = [(0.1)'(0.001)] (0.001)(0.999) ~ 270,000 

Clearly a much larger sample is required for the tails for the same confidence level. 
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Another way of looking at this result is to consider the CDF and confidence 

interval for a given sample size of K. 

Example A.2. 

If we let F~ = '*, ("close to" the Hazen formula of Eq. A.5 ), then points 

on the empirical CDF can be thought of as estimates of the Bernoulli parame

ter. Thus, P = F~, and confidence intervals of P can be thought of as confidence 

intervals on FG. Suppose F~ is as shown in Fig. A.2. Using Eq. A.ll, 95% con

fidence intervals are constructed for n = 100 and n = 10,000. 

The results of Fig. A.2 clearly show that the Monte Carlo scheme provides 

accurate estimates of F~ in the center (or "heart") of the distribution. But the 

estimates are "poor" in the tails. 

From the above two examples, we see that conventional Monte Carlo may 

require enormously large sample sizes to produce acceptable confidence intervals in 

the tails. At the tail, efficient method should be used to replace the conventional 

Monte Carlo method. 
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APPENDIX B 

EFFICIENT METHOD SEARCH 

It is not the purpose of this dissertation to discuss the detailed of these 

efficient methods. A summary of each method will be given with particular em

phe.sis on its efficiency compare to the conventional Monte-Carlo method, and its 

applicable possibility for this complex model. 

B.l Importance Sampling Method 

The use of Monte Carlo method with Importance sampling in structural 

reliability computations has been applied to estimate directly the probability of 

failure of a desired event. The solution from FORM or SORM methods have been 

used to locate the sampling densities on or around the design point. It is the reason 

why importance sampling has been used to estimate the error due to FORM/SORM. 

Therefore, the use of this method is restricted to the cases where explicit limit state 

functions are available. 

where 

In general, the probability of failure can be written as 

Pc = in fx(x)dx 

fx(X) - fX(Xl,X2,·· ·,xn ) 

- the joint probability density function 

n - the failure region 

Using importance sampling, eq. B.1 is replaced by 

f fx(Y) 
Pc = lngy(y)gy(Y)dY 

----------------

(B.1) 

(B.2) 
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in which the importance sampling density gy(Y) is chosen to reduce the statistical 

error of the estimated Pc value 

(B.3) 

It is well known, that the statistical error of the estimate obtained by eq. B.3 

reduces to zero, if gy(Y) is chosen to be the original density conditional on the 

failure domain, that is 

gy(Y) = fx(YIY E fl) (BA) 

This concept is demonstrated for a one-dimension case in Fig. B.1. Unfortunately, 

design point is always unknown and hard to get. The importance sampling also has 

the difficulty to multi-failure modes problem, because the dominate design points 

is unknown. A summary of limitations are shown below: 

Limitation: 

1. The performance function must be known, in order to increase the efficiency. 

2. Multi-failure modes model problem, this method will be misleaded to po

tential large error percentage. 

3. Binary event can not be solved by this method. 

4. Large number of random variables problem will need too many computation 

time. 

B.2 Harbitz Method 

In a 1986 issue of Structural Safety, Alf Harbitz presented a Monte Carlo 

method which estimates point probabilities. This sampling method is developed for 

failure probability calculations which requires that the following assumptions are 

fullfilled: 

1. The limit state function, Z, defining the combinations of values of the basic 

variables for which failure will occure, is known. 
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2. The basic variables are stochastically independent, and normally distributed 

, with mean value 0 and variance 1. 

3. The reliability index, [3, i.e., the distance from the origin in the k-dimensional 

basic variable space to the point (design point) on the failure surface which 

is closest to the origin, is known. 

Based on the assumptions above, the probability of failure can be written as 

Pc = Pr(Z < 0) 

= Pr(Z < 0IlXI ~ [3). Pr(IXI ~ [3) 

Pr(Z < 0IlXI > [3) . Pr(IXI > [3) 

= Pr(Z < 0llXI2 ~ [32) . Pr(IXI2 ~ [32) 

Pr(Z < 0llXI2 > [32) . Pr(iX!2 > [32) 

= O· rk([32) + Pr(Z < 0IlXI > [3). (1- rk([32)) 

= Pr(Z < 0IlXI > [3) . (1 - rk([32)) (B.5) 

A remarkable increase in efficiency is obtained compared to the simple 

Monte-Carlo technique which includes the [3-sphere in the sampling domain (see 

Fig. B.2). The number of simulations necessary in order to obtain the same accuracy 

as by the simple Monte Carlo technique is reduced by a factor of about 1 divided 

by the probability content outside the [3-sphere, (1-rk([32)), where rk denotes the 

cumulative chi-squire distribution with k degrees of freedom. The corresponding 

number of simulations necessary to obtain the same accuracy by use of the same 

accuracy by use of the simple Monte Carlo technique are in some of the cases more 

that one million. 

The efficiency of Harbitz method depends strongly upon the number of in

dependent random design factors as well as the probability level. Harbitz efficiency 

decreases substantially with increasing numbers of random variables in the response 

function. Also, efficiency decreases as the probability levels become lower, but the 

loss of efficiency is far less than with conventional Monte Carlo. 
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Limitation: 

1. The performance function must known. 

2. Multi-failure modes model problem, this metl.J.od will be misleaded to po

tential large error percentage. 

3. Binary event can not be solved by this method. 

4. Large number of random variables can not use this method. 

B.3 Directional Sampling Method 

An efficient conditional expectation Monte Carlo simulaion approach is the 

directional simulation method, where the probability of failure in each sample is 

computed conditionally on a direction in the standard Gaussian formulation space. 

The method can be applied to check FORM and SORM results. 

Directional simulation is a conditional expectation simulation method. With 

uniform sampling, the method is especially efficient for failure surfaces having a 

shape close to the spherical (This part is actual similar to Harbitz method). Lets 

assume the n-dimensional Gussian vector U is expressed as U =RA (R2:0), where R2 

is a chi-square-distributed random variable with n degrees of freedom, independent 

of the random unit vector A, which is uniformly distributed on the n-dimensional 

unit sphere nn in Rn. Conditioning on A=a, Pr can be written as 

where 

Pr = 1 P(g(RA) $ OIA = a)fA(a)da 
aEOn 

-1 P(g(Ra) $ O)fA(a)da 
aEOn 

g( u) = 0 represents the failure surface in u-space. 

fACa) = the density of A on the unit sphere. also 

P(g(Ra) $ 0) - peR 2: 0) 

- 1 - x2 nCr2) 

(B.6) 

r2:0 (B.7) 
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so we can rewrite the Eq. B.6 to 

(B.8) 

Compare Eq. B.5 and Eq. B.8, they are identical method and they only 

provide good solution for spherical failure surfaces. 

Directional importance sampling is used to improve the efficiency for other 

surfaces. For using this technique, the integral in Eq. B.6 is rewritten as 

1 fA(b) 
Pc = P(g(Rb) ~ O)h (b)hB(b)db 

beOb B 
(B.9) 

where the sampling density hB(b) is a density of the unit vector B on the unit 

sphere On (see Fig. B.3). The sampling density function hB(b) must be chosen as 

a nonzero density on the unit sphere On for b-vectors where P(g(RA)~O) is non 

zero, I.e., 

(B.lO) 

This choice is in general not practicable. However, using this relation, it is 

possible to construct sampling densities yielding the exact failure probability in a 

single simulation for certain types of failure surfaces. Correspondingly, as shown 

subsequently, exact sampling densities for other surfaces can be derived. Exact 

sampling densities can together with information obtained by a FORM and SORM 

analysis be used to construct a practicable importance sampling density. For a 

single point approximation, the exact sampling density corresponding to the type 

of approximation is used as part of the sampling density. Let this sampling density 

be denoted by fB. Since the value set of directions A, for which P(F(Ra)~O) is 

nonzero for the actual failure surface, a non zero density on the unit sphere must 

be applied. The uniform sampling density fA is therefore included in the sampling 

density such that 

hB(b) = (1- q)fA(b) + qFB(b) (B.ll) 

The sampling density is defined by the parameter 0 ~ 1 - q ~ 1, which is the 

fraction of the sampling being uniform (see Fig. B.3). If the nonuniform part of 

I. 
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the sampling density (the "important sampling" part) is chosen poorly (e.g., if 

not all important parts of the failure set have been identified), the results can be 

misleading for small sample sizes, and large sample sizes are required before the 

result is close to the correct one. From the results, it appears that q = 0.5 seems 

to prevent this problem, with this value still leaving room for a significant gain in 

efficiency when all relevant approximaton surfaces are included in the sampling. 

Limitation: 

1. The performance function must known. 

2. Multi-failure modes model problem, this method will be misleaded to po

tential large error percentage. 

3. Binary event can not be solved by this method. 

4. Large number of random variables can not use this method. 

B.4 Adaptive Sampling Method 

Using an iterative fast Monte Carlo (or adaptive sampling) algorithm, Eq. B.4 

can be satisfied at least in terms of first and second moments, so that 

Eg(Y) - Er(YIY E n) (B.12) 

(B.13) 

is satisfied. The indices g, f refer to the respective joint densities. From an initial 

simulation run the right hand sides of Eqs. B.12 and B.13 can be estimated. These 

values are used to adapt gy(Y) for the next run. Since the knowledge of mean 

and covariances uniquely determines a jointly normal density, this type of density 

is chosen for gy(Y) in the following analysis. 

A simple example already shows that the conditional mean value for this 

iterative Fast Monte-Carlo procedure (IFM-point) can be quite far away from the 

design point. Let for a one dimensional problem the failure domain n 

n = [xlx>.BJ (B.14) 



and fx (x) standard normal. It is easily shown that 

~ exp{-~) 
Ec{xlx> (3) = Xg = . rn= 

v27r~{ -(3) 

Ec(x - Xg 21x > (3) = ux,/ = 1 + (3Xg - X~ 
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(B.15) 

(B.16) 

The original density and a normal Importance Sampling density based on 

eqs. B.15 and B.16 is plotted in Fig. B.!. For (3 = 3 and the results are Xg = 

3.29 and uXg = .214. This already shows that the optimum (Gaussian) importance 

sampling density has considerably different properties as compared to the original 

density. It is seen that almost all the samples will be concentrated in the failure 

domain and, moreover, in that part of the failure domain which contributes most 

to the total failure probability. 

It is known that for problems involving a large number of random vari

ables the statistical uncertainties involved in Monte-Carlo procedures become more 

significant. In context with adaptive sampling this means that the estimates of 

conditional mean and covariances must be sufficiently accurate in order to obtain 

satisfactory convergence of the procedure. If the limit state function is available 

in functional form, then the initial run may be performed as standard importance 

sampling using the original densities shifted to the design point. There are, how

ever, cases in which the design point cannot be found. This may be due to the 

existance of multiple "design point", i.e., the optimization algorithm finds a local 

minimum distance point (in standard Gaussian space) which is not the global min

imum. The situation is even worse, if the limit state function cannot be written 

in functional form, i.e., only the characteristic function of the failure domain is 

available. Whereas in the first case the global minimum may be found using dif

ferent starting values, in the second case most optimization procedures (especially 

gradient methods) fail. 

The approaching procedures will not discuss here, the following are some of 

the comparison summarized for this method. 

1. It should he emphasized that the proposed method can he applied for pro

helms of multiple limit-state surfaces (see Fig. B.4). 
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Let the failure domain Dr be defined by 
X2 Dr = {(Xl, X2) I (4 - Xl < 0) U (4 - X2 < On 

Adaptive Sampling 

" XIRMX 

/ '" 

Fig. B.4 Comparison of Sampling Densities for Adaptive Sampling 
and Importance Sampling 

After Bucher 
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2. It can be used without the requirements of explicit limit-state functions and 

the estimation of the design points. But the density is updated and changed 

according to some decision rule. The scheme has thereby strong resemblance 

to the process of finging the most likely failure point in FORM. For some 

(ill-conditioned) problems, the result depends on the starting point, and 

the globally most likely failure point may not be identified. Adaptive sam

pling procedures and FORM/SORM have therefore common pitfalls [Bjer

ager (1989)]. 

3. It is important to state that, unlike sampling methods, the type of important 

sampling functions (ISFs) does not directly effect the efficiency of adaptive 

integration because after some steps of calculation the adaptive algorithms 

will control the computation in the most important region. Thus, the choice 

of ISFs has little influence on the estimate of Pr if the numer of function 

evaluations is sufficiently large. However, for a problem of larger number of 

variables, e.g. n > 6, the choice of an efficient ISFs becomes more important. 

4. A comparison with existing accurate methods shows that the proposed 

method is most efficient. However, it should be mentioned that its effi

ciency decreases with the number of random variables, n. Therefore, for a 

problem for large n, e.g., n > 10, this method may be replaced by the sim

ulation methods, which are less sensitive to n. This is the major defect for 

our model, that is ,the method cannot solve the large variables problem. 

5. Binary event can not solve by this method. 

B.5 Most Probable Point Locus (MPPL) Method 

A scheme called the most probable point locus (MPPL) method, developed 

by Y. T. Wu for addressing the probabilistic finite element problem, constructs a 

CDF efficiently by minimizing the number of solution point required. This method 

seems to be ideally suited for application to fatigue reliability analysis. It is demon

strated that MPPL can solve the problem with an implicit performance function 
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and produce accurate estimates of the CDF of N for the fracture mechanics fatigue 

model. A brief summary for this method is described as follows: 

1. Obtain a linear expansion of N about the mean for the m design factors. 

This requires solutions at the mean value and at small perturbations about 

the mean in order to evaluate the parameters of the linear function. The 

implicit function has now been approximated by a linear function. Reliability 

methods (FORM or SORM) can be used to compute the safety index and 

the design point at M selected points in the sample space of N. This provides 

an initial, albeit crude, estimate of the CDF of N at these points. This is 

called by Wu "First order, second mement" analysis (FOSM). 

2. To improve the estimate of the CDF, the cycle life N is evaluated at each 

design point of the M points of the sample space identified in step (1). This 

is called by Wu "Advanced mean value first order" analysis (AMVFO). This 

provides a better estimate of N at each probability level. 

3. In the next iteration, a linear approximation to N can be established at 

each design point. This requires, again, perturbed solutions of N. Reliability 

analysis is performed then on each of the linear functions, thereby improving 

the point probability estimate at each value of N as computed in step (2). 

4. Still another improvement can be made by evaluating the function at each 

design point, thus further improving the estimate of N at each probability 

level. 

Limitation: 

MPPL might work very well, but we have a significant operational problem. 

First problem is that the number of random variables is high. Secondly, because 

of the POD curve (binary event), the time to failure T is itself a random variable. 

For these reason, it is impossible to have the estimated value of T at mean value or 

perturbed value. 

-~-.- ----.---~.--.. -.- ---------- -'-
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APPENDIX C 

HARBITZ REJECTION SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

C.I A Brief Summary of Harbitz Method 

The Harbitz method is one of the most efficient sampling method (as men

tioned in Appendix B.3). The procedures for this method can be summarized as 

follow 

1. Sample random variables outside the ,B-sphere 

2. Transform to basic variables 

3. Compute the limit state function g value 

4. Repeat process K times 

5. Compute the point probability of failure 

C.2 How to Sample X Outside the B-sphere 

Harbitz proposes the following as an efficient sampling procedure. The first 

step is to transform the standard normal variates vector X to polar coordinates. 

X ~ (R,0) (C.I) 

where e = (01 , O2 , 03 , ••• On-d defines the direction of X and R defines the 

length of X. Rand e are independent. Now it is required to obtain a random 

sample of R and 0. 

R2 will have an X2 distribution with n degrees of freedom. 

(C.2) 
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where r(·) is the gamma function. R can be sampled from this distribution. 0 is 

sampled as described below. The jth random vector of X can be sampled as, 

(C.3) 

where 

(C.4) 

and where Yj is the ith sample of a vector of Yj '" N(O, 1), j = 1, n. Thus, (j is a 

random direction unit vector in X space. This corresponds to sampling a random 

0. 

But we want to sample so that Xj lies outside the ,8-sphere, i.e., R > ,8. The 

well known "rejection technique" will be employed [Harbitz (1986)]. See Fig. C.l. 

Define the sampling domain as [rI, r2] where rl = ,8 and r2 > ,8. Experi

ence has shown that accurate results are obtained when r2 > 3 + ,8. To improve 

the efficiency, perform a transformation 

(C.5) 

where a ;::: 2 is a constant whose optimal value depends upon,8. The sampling 

domain for U then is, 

(C.6) 

Given that R2 is x2 (n), the density function of u, denoted as h(u) is propor

tional to, 

h(u) = [_In(u)](n/2)-1 u(a/2)-1] (C.7) 

A typical function h(u) is plotted in Fig. C.2. Comparison of Fig. C.1 and C.2 

provides the motivation for making the transformation of Eq. C.5. 

The process of sampling points, as demonstrated in Fig. C.2, continues until 

we have Ujj i = 1, K. Then the sample of Rj is obtained from Eq. C.5. 

j = 1, K (C.8) 

I. 
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C.3 How to Find ex? 

The one detail missing from the above discussion is how to specify ex. We 

would like to select ex so that the rejection area, as illustrated in Fig. C.2 is mini

mized. A optimum program is used to find the appropriate value of ex for a given 

UI, U2, and ex to minimize the rejection area. But this program can not handle the 

number of variable = 1 case which the modified sampling method needs. 

A study has been made for one variable case to find the approapriate Q. 

Because previous program can only find maximum value as shown in Fig. C.2. But 

for the number of variable = 1 case as shown in Fig. C.3, the maximum value is 

either at UI or U2. For this reason, the most appropriate ex value equals to 2 . 

. -.- ----
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APPENDIX D EXAMPLE COMPUTER OUTPUT 

EXAMPLE 7.1 RESULTS 

FARMH: MONTE CARLO ESTIMATE OF PROBABILITY OF 
FATIGUE AND FRACTURE OF PARALLEL/SERIES MEMBER 
SYSTEM, INCLUDING INSPECTION AND REPAIR 

OPTION = 2.0 
OPTION = 1 NO INITIATION LIFE 

= 2 INITIATION LIFE SPECIFIED 
NUMBER OF EXPECTED SIMULATIONS, K = 50000 
NUMBER OF RANDOM VARIABLES, N = 7 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS, NM = 2 
NUMBER OF FATIGUE SITES IN EACH MEMBER = 2 
FATIGUE (MINERS) STRESS IN EACH SITE 

SE = 1.2050 
OVERLOAD FACTOR = 14.29 
STRESS UNDER DESIGN LOAD, QD (LN) 

MEDIAN = 2.0000, COV = .200 
STRESS FROM SEPARATION SHOCK (LN) 

MEDIAN = 1.4140, COV = .175 
ULTIMATE STRENGTH (LN) 

MEDIAN = 80.000, COV = .080 
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS (LN) 

MEDIAN = 200.00, COV = .150 
MODELING ERROR (LN) 

MEDIAN = 1.0, COV = 0.2 
PARIS COEFFICIENT (LN) 

MEDIAN = 5.24E-10, COV = 0.63 
FATIGUE STRENGTH FOR INITIATION (LN) 

MEDIAN = 1.15E9, COV = 0.63 
INITIAL CRACK SIZE = 0.02 
GEOMETRY FACTOR, Y = 1.1200 
PARIS EXPONENT, M = 3.0000 
FAILURE CRACK LENGTH = 10.000 
MINIMUM CRACK DEPTH FOR REPAIR = .200 
SERVICE LIFE (CYCLES), NS = .1000E+09 
NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS = 2 
INTERVAL WIDTH, CYCLES: 

INTERVAL (1) = .3333E+08 
INTERVAL (2) = .3333E+08 
INTERVAL (3) = .3333E+08 

SERVICE INSPECTION 
P.O.D. CURVE F(A) = LOGNORMAL(A) 
MEDIAN = .13, COV = .563 
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RESULTS OF SIMULATION 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTUAL SIMULATIONS = 15779822 
REPAIRS 

TOTAL 
NUMBER = 36642 
EXPECTED NUMBER = .0023 

MEMBER SEPARATIONS FROM FATIGUE 
NUMBER = 25313 
EXPECTED NUMBER = .0016 

MEMBER SEPARATIONS FROM EXTREME LOAD 
NUMBER = 1 
EXPECTED NUMBER = .0000 

CRACK REPAIRED 
NUMBER = 11328 
EXPECTED NUMBER = .0007 

NUMBER OF FAILURES FOR EACH INTERVAL: 
NUMBER OF FAILURES, INTERVAL (1) = 5 
NUMBER OF FAILURES, INTERVAL (2) = 156 
NUMBER OF FAILURES, INTERVAL (3) = 559 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FATIGUE-FRACTURE FAILURES = 236 

234 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FRACTURE-FRACTURE FAILURES FROM DESIGN 
LOAD = 484 

SIMULTANEOUS FRACTURE = 9 
PROGRESSIVE FRACTURE = 475 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FAILURES = 720 
BETA SPHERE FOR IMPORTANT SAMPLING = 2.7298 

CORRESPONDING MODELING ERROR B = 1.7171 
PROBABILITY IN BETA SPHERE = .63371E-02 
PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OUTSIDE BETA SPHERE = .72000E-02 
PROBABILITY OF FAILURE ESTIMATE = .45627E-04 
SAFETY INDEX, BETA = 3.9128 

90 PERCENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: 
BETA LOWER LIMIT = 3.9280 
BETA UPPER LIMIT = 3.8985 

CPU SECONDS = 565.5360 
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